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Introduction
Formal, rater-mediated assessments are utilized as components of evaluative endeavors in
such diverse fields as public education (Wind & Engelhard, 2013), psychology (Chapman,
McCart, Letourneau, & Sheidow, 2013), healthcare and medicine (Anderson et al., 2011; Berger
et al., 2012; Parsons, Fairclough, Wang, & Hinds, 2012), business (Bergman, Rentsch, Small,
Davenport, & Bergman, 2012; Hensel, Meijers, van der Leeden, & Kessels, 2010; Scullen,
Mount, & Goff, 2000), and language assessment and certification (Kadir, 2013; Macqueen &
Harding, 2009). In addition, rater-mediated judgements are also employed in amateur and
professional competitive events such as individual and team sport performances (Leskošek, Čuk,
Pajek, Forbes, & Bučar-Pajek, 2012; Looney, 2012; Vanden Auweele, Boen, De Geest, & Feys,
2010), speech and debate, essay writing, science fairs, livestock shows, juried art shows,
photography, and the performing arts (Hash, 2012; Oreck, Owen, & Baum, 2003) including solo
and ensemble music and dance performances. Such assessments and judgements are utilized in
making both high-stakes and low-stakes decisions. The resulting ratings, are used for important
predictive, formative, summative, forensic, and research purposes, as well as determining
rankings in competitions.
There is an extensive literature addressing the use of ratings, including constructing
rating scales, minimizing rater error, training raters, and estimating inter- and intra-rater
reliability. However, despite the widespread use and varied applications of rater-mediated
assessments, there exist few research studies that address the process of developing incomplete
rating designs, or the impact of the particular design chosen on the rating results.
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A rating design includes the number of objects to be rated (NO), the total number of raters
(NR), and the rater schedule which specifies which raters are assigned to rate each rating object.
An incomplete rating design is one in which all objects are not rated by all raters as in a fullycrossed design. Instead, each object is rated by an assigned subset of raters. Which of these
parameters of an incomplete rating design, particularly of the rater schedule, influence the
accuracy or other statistical attributes of the ratings results, and what is the magnitude and
direction of their influence? The literature is almost silent on these questions.
One possible reason for this lack of research is that rating designs, by nature, are quite
specific to their assessment context (including NR and NO) and therefore difficult to generalize.
Another potential reason is that there may exist a plethora of possible rater schedules and
designs, given a specific assessment context. Exhaustively comparing analysis results of varying
designs while taking care to ensure that the results are on comparable scales can quickly become
a very large, tedious, and time-consuming process with a limited return on investment, if
generalizability is a priority.
Is it even possible (or practical) to generate all possible designs from which to choose
when NR and NO are non-trivial? If so, can possible designs be categorized or classified into
groups that have equivalent characteristics, to help narrow the selection decisions? What should
researchers consider when making decisions about a rating design, and how should an
incomplete rating design be developed and/or evaluated? These are a few of the salient questions
regarding rating designs that are left unanswered—and by and large even unasked—in the rating
literature.
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Design Characteristics
Coverage. One important design characteristic which must be made prior to developing
or selecting an incomplete rating design is rater coverage, which is the number or percentage of
raters who rate each rating object. A fully-crossed (or complete) design has 100% rater
coverage, because each rating object is rated by 100% of the possible raters. Although this
design is ideal from a measurement perspective, it is often feasibly impractical due to time or
budget constraints, therefore an incomplete (less than 100% coverage) design is implemented.
Rater coverage obviously influences the precision of the rating results, but is there a statistically
(or practically) significant difference in the rating results between a 50% coverage design and a
75% coverage design? One way to investigate this question would be to compare the analysis of
two subsets of ratings obtained from a fully-crossed design, each subset having a different
coverage, and then compare the analysis of the resultant ratings of these incomplete designs to
the analysis of the entire results of the fully-crossed design. This would allow a comparison of
two instances of specific designs with the coverages in question to each other, and to the fullycrossed design. However, to answer the question in general, one must consider all possible
designs of the two coverages in question, for a specific NR and NO. A method to generate all
possible designs with a specified NR, NO, and rater coverage is needed to investigate comparative
questions regarding rater coverage.
Linkage. Rater linkage, or connectivity, is an important yet much less obvious
characteristic of a rating design. Rater linkage is determined by the number of common objects
rated by each pair of raters. A pair of raters is considered to be directly linked when they have at
least one object in common which they are both assigned to rate. If two raters are assigned no
rating objects in common they might still be indirectly linked by the existence of at least one
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other rater to which they are both directly, or indirectly linked. In this way linkage between
raters can be compared to a friend relationship. Direct linkage implies friendship and indirect
linkage implies friends in common, or friends-of-friends in common, etc. For all resultant ratings
in an assessment to be directly comparable, there must exist some rater linkage, direct or indirect,
between all of the raters. In contrast to rater coverage, the amount of rater linkage, or
connectivity, is rarely a conscious design decision in an incomplete design. The amount and
type of linkage between any two raters, or all raters together, is significantly less apparent than
rater coverage when inspecting (or developing) the rating schedule. One reason that the overall
rater linkage or connectivity of a design is important is because it affects the ability to accurately
assess (and hence compensate for) rater effects.
Currently there is no standardized way in the rating literature of describing the linkage of
all rating designs beyond whether the overall design is, or is not, connected. Before answering
comparative questions about the linkage effect on the rating results, there must first be a way to
classify and quantify a rating design based on the type (direct, indirect, or none) and degree of
linkage between raters.
Balance. When characterizing a rating design, the concept of balance has been used to
refer to design coverage, design linkage, or both. Most rating literature uses the word balance to
refer to a design in which all raters are assigned to rate the same number (or percentage) of rating
objects, and each rating object is rated by the same number (or percentage) of raters. For clarity
in this project I use the phrase coverage-balanced to describe this condition and to differentiate it
from the concept of balance in the experimental design literature.
In experimental design, balance is often used to describe a concept related to the pairings
of treatments (in this context the treatments would be raters) in an experiment. The term
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balanced or balanced incomplete block design refers to a design where the number of times each
rater is directly linked with every other rater is a constant, often represented by the symbol λ.
Accordingly, a design might also be designated as unbalanced in the literature with regards to
coverage or linkage.
In this study only coverage-balanced designs will be considered for the purpose of design
generation. A coverage-balanced design might be referred to in experimental design literature as
proper, meaning all rows in the binary incidence matrix sum to a constant (all objects are rated
by the same number of raters), and equireplicate, meaning all columns in the binary incidence
matrix sum to a constant (all raters rate the same number of objects). Coverage-balanced designs
may or may not be fully-balanced or partially-balanced (from the experimental design
perspective) with regards to linkage.
Repetition-size. Rating designs are often multiple repetitions of a smaller, embedded
sub-design that has the same NR, but where the NO in the sub-design is a factor of the NO in the
full design. A multiple repetition design is often much easier to develop than a single, large, nonrepeating design. For example if NO = 48, it may be much easier to develop a rating design for
eight objects, and then repeat that design six times, than to create a non-repeating balanced
design for 48 objects. Does the size of the smaller sub-design affect the precision of the rating
results? Is a larger repetition-size more, or less accurate than a smaller repetition-size? What is
the relationship (if any) between the repetition-size and the design linkage or connectivity?
Repetition-size of a given rating design is defined by the number of rating objects in the smaller
(and repeated) sub-design.
Visualization. Network graphs, from the field of graph theory, are two-dimensional
structures consisting of vertices and edges that are used to visually model pairwise relationships
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between objects. Since design connectivity or linkage can be defined as the pairwise
relationships of all raters, network graphs are a natural way to visually represent the connectivity
of a rating design. A graph of a rating design is useful for classifying designs, including
disconnected designs. It is immediately apparent from the graph of a rating design whether or
not the design will produce disconnected subsets of results when analyzed. Additionally, given
the same NR, NO, coverage, and repetition-size, rating designs could potentially be linkageclassified by graph isomorphism. Two network graphs are isomorphic if they are identical (or
can be made so) except for varying the order or labels of the vertices, which, in this case
represent raters. A procedure to create a network graph from a rating design and determine
whether two graphs are isomorphic is needed.
Designs for Many-Facet Rasch Models vs Generalizability Theory
Once a design has been developed or selected, and the ratings have been collected, those
ratings must be analyzed for accuracy and reliability. Historically, the reliability has been
analyzed by comparing the inter- and intra-rater consistency. Two modern methods used to
analyze ratings are Generalizability theory (G-theory), and the Many-Facet Rasch Model
(MFRM) as implemented in Linacre’s Facets software (Linacre, 2014). These two methods
differ significantly in regards to the kinds of rating designs which they can analyze.
The main focus in G-theory analysis is to reliably estimate variance components for all
factors of the design, including interactions (if any) of interest. Factors may be nested or
crossed, and the design should be selected before ratings are collected to ensure that the variance
component for the object of measurement is not confounded with any other factor. The number
of separate variance components that can be estimated in a study can be represented by the
function 𝑓(𝑘) = 2𝑘 − 1 where 𝑘 represents the number of factors in the study including each
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facet and the object of measurement. Because the function is exponential, generalizability
studies are often designed with four or fewer facets, and hence the number of possible designs
from which to choose is also limited. Considerations and suggestions for guidelines in selecting
or developing designs for a Generalizability study are easily found in the literature (Brennan,
2001; Shavelson & Webb, 1991), especially where k ≤ 4.
MFRM rating designs can be crossed, but in contrast to generalizability studies, MFRM
designs should not be nested as this creates disconnected subsets of rating results, or a
disconnected rating design, so that results from some subsets are not directly comparable.
Although Facets software (Linacre, 2014) will alert a researcher to the fact that the rating design
produced disconnected subsets, it is not always obvious from observing (or developing) a design
whether or not it will have this problem when the ratings are analyzed. Discovering that a design
is disconnected after data have been collected (ratings are performed), can be quite inefficient
and frustrating for the researcher. Running a MFRM analysis using simulated data (ratings) is
one way of detecting a disconnected design prior to rating performance, but a simpler way of
identifying this condition, as mentioned earlier, would be to construct and examine a network
graph of the proposed design.
In contrast to G-theory rating designs, the number of valid MFRM designs for non-trivial
NR and NO can be large, even when the number of facets is small, and yet there is little guidance
in the literature about how to develop or choose a rating design from all possibilities, except that
linkage must exist to directly compare all rating results. To address questions about the rating
design effects for MFRM analysis, it is first necessary to understand more about all possible
designs, given certain design parameters.
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Rationale
One of the early decisions a researcher must make when considering rating designs
intended for a MFRM analysis, is whether it is feasible to implement the preferred complete (or
fully-crossed) rating design. If so, the development of the rating design is inherently simple: all
raters rate all objects, and all objects are rated by all raters. However, when it is determined that
a complete design is not feasible—which is more often the case—the researcher is immediately
tasked with making many additional design decisions. The number of possibilities for a design is
a combinatorial problem, and is also entangled in the algebra of rater-coverage, balance, and
linkage. In a connected design, a higher rater coverage usually means that more direct
connectivity is possible among the raters, but the actual degree of connectivity of a design is
ultimately a function of both rater-coverage and other parameters of the rating design. Rater
coverage is a choice based, at least partially, on determining how many raters can be employed
within the given budget, how many objects an individual rater can be expected to rate within the
given time frame, and how many total objects are expected to be rated. However, design
decisions should not be determined solely by the resource constraints; the impact of such
constraints on the reliability and precision of the findings should also be considered.
In G-theory, some of these design decisions are readily determined from the results of the
g-study and the d-study, such as the number of raters or performance items needed to ensure a
specified level of reliability based on the type of decisions (relative or absolute) that will be
made from the rating outcomes. In contrast, a researcher developing an incomplete design
intended for a MFRM analysis has no such advance information to guide design decisions.
Surely all incomplete connected designs for a given context cannot be equally good, yet there is
no guidance that I know of in the literature about how to compare incomplete designs, no best
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practices in developing an incomplete design, no list of enumerated designs from which to
choose, and no information regarding the impact of the selected design on the precision of the
resulting analysis as compared to a complete, or fully-crossed design.
Compounding the lack of literature about selecting or developing a design, there are often
reporting deficiencies regarding the design(s) used. Rarely is an incomplete rating design
specified with enough detail in the literature to allow replication of the study by another
researcher with different objects and/or raters. Even more rarely does the report address the
rationale for selecting the particular design employed, from those available. In their job-ratings
meta-analysis, under the section labeled Recommendations for Future Research Scullen, Mount
& Goff (2000) lament that they were often unable to determine even whether the design was
crossed or nested, and they plea for more detail from researchers about their data collection
design:
We examined a representative sample of the studies included in the Viswesvaran et al
meta-analysis to determine which type of design had been used. In many cases, the rating
procedures were not described precisely enough by the authors of the primary studies for
us to determine whether the reported indices referred to (a) agreement between two
raters, each of whom rated the entire set of ratees, or (b) agreement between two raters,
for which the pair of raters is different for each ratee. Therefore, we could not determine
the exact nature of the data and, consequently, we do not know how much of the
difference between the Viswesvaran et al. estimate of rater bias and our estimate could be
explained by differences in rating design. . . . We advise all researchers in this area to
consider carefully the implications of rating system design in planning their own studies
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and urge them to explicitly state the nature of their rating designs when reporting those
studies. (p. 968) [italics added]
A few other authors have pointed out the need for more research in this area, as well as
the need for more recognition of the possible problems that may be exacerbated by, if not
partially attributable to, the rating design. One of six areas for future rating research suggested by
Myford and Wolfe (2004) specifically addresses the need for additional studies about rating
designs:
Fourth, additional research is needed to gain an understanding of how various constraints
and operational practices impact the detection and measurement of rater effects. For
example, because of the cost associated with assigning ratings, most rating operations
collect ratings from only one or two raters for each example of ratee performance. As a
result, the data matrices from such rating designs are sparse, containing only a small
percentage of ratings, with a concomitant large percentage of missing data. Unless care
is taken when setting up the rating design to ensure that all raters rate a subset of ratees in
common, disconnected subsets of ratee performances may exist. When these
disconnected subsets occur, it is not possible to place all ratee and rater measures onto a
common linear continuum that would then allow one to make direct comparisons among
all raters and ratees. The influence of disconnected subsets of raters and ratees and the
impact that extensive missing data have on the validity of indicators of rater effects has
not been examined, and this is another important area for potential research. (p. 221)
Disconnected subsets can be discovered in advance by creating a network graph of a
rating schedule. Studying the graph with additional rater information gained from severity
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analyses might also help detect in advance (or retrospectively) the existence of the type of
problem Wolfe (2004) warned about:
A very important topic that has received little attention in the literature relating to rater
effects is the interpretive frame of reference within which rater effects are portrayed. A
serious shortcoming of the methods described in this article is their reliance on an
implicit assumption that rater effects are distributed in the pool of raters in a nonsystematic manner. As a result, in rater pools in which a particular rater effect is
pervasive, a minority of highly competent raters may be flagged for exhibiting aberrant
rating patterns because the frame of reference is the pool of non-competent raters. (p.48)
The situation Wolfe describes highlights a concern that in itself is not necessarily an incomplete
rating design problem. However, a particular rating design, including the assignment of raters to
objects, may have the potential to either mute or enhance the unwanted effects.
The ability to visualize the rating design in a network graph enriches the researcher’s
understanding of the design, and may reveal a potential for unwanted rater-effects that are design
mediated. For example, a graph might reveal a connected design with two fairly isolated (though
well connected) subsets of raters with only one or two raters indirectly linking the other subset of
raters. Examining the design graph before data collection, would enable the researcher to be
aware of these conditions so that she can analyze the need to adjust the rater schedule or another
design characteristic as warranted. After data collection and analysis, she may gain additional
insight by adding the information from the MFRM analysis about rater severity (or other rater
effect) to the graph.
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In a personal communication (as cited in Myford & Wolfe, 2003) , Richard Smith points
out a related predicament: the possibility of disconnected subsets which are hidden with respect
to rater bias:
…when Facets bias interaction analyses are run, they sometimes involve loosely
connected subsets of raters, ratees, and traits. When there are disconnected subsets in a
Facets bias interaction analysis, only raters (or ratees) that appear in the same subset can
be directly compared. Attempts to compare raters (or ratees) that appear in two or more
different disconnected subsets can be misleading. For example, suppose that a researcher
wanted to determine whether any raters show differential severity when rating female as
compared to male ratees. In this case, the ratees are nested within gender group. There is
no overlap between these two groups. This can cause problems when the researcher tries
to interpret the meaning of the interaction terms from the bias analysis. If there is a
significant Rater x Ratee gender group interaction, then the researcher would not be able
to disentangle the true ratee group differences from the rater biases when all the raters in
the disconnected subset exhibit this bias. However, if the researcher is willing to assume
that only certain raters and not all raters within that disconnected subset exhibit a
particular bias, then the bias interaction analysis can still yield important diagnostic
information. (p. 417)
This problem is inextricably tied to understanding design connectivity and its importance in
interpreting rating results.
Clearly, development of methods for generating, classifying, and visualizing possible
rating designs is needed along with a process and guidelines for selecting or developing a rating
design given the assessment context and constraints. Research about the effect of the design on
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the precision of rating outcomes is also needed. This project addressed the first of those three
needs, in hopes that doing so would inform or lay some ground work for addressing the other
two.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this project was to:
1. Develop a software prototype to generate all possible coverage-balanced rating designs
intended for MFRM analysis based on pre-selected values of: the number of raters (NR),
the number of rating objects (NO), the number of objects in a sub-design, or the
repetition-size (RS), and rater coverage.
2. Develop a way to describe the linkage or connectivity of each design.
3. Classify each design generated in (1) by its linkage as defined in (2).
4. Count the number of possible unique classes of design within the parameters listed in (1).
5. Graphically display a representative graph from each class for the designs generated from
the parameters listed in (1).
6. Based on what was learned by fulfilling purposes 1-5, develop recommendations and
processes for selecting or developing a rating design.

Definition of Terms
BIBD: Balanced Incomplete Block Design. All off-diagonal values in the concurrency matrix of
a BIBD are equal, and represent the number of times each rater is paired with every other rater.
In this project, I refer to a BIBD as a fully-balanced design to differentiate it from a partiallybalanced design, and/or a coverage-balanced design.
balanced design: Depending on the context, balance may refer to a fully-balanced design
(BIBD) or to a coverage-balanced design.
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complete graph: A complete graph is one in which every vertex is directly connected by one or
more edges to every other vertex in the graph.
connected graph: A connected graph is one in which any two vertices in the graph are connected
by a sequence of edges and vertices.
connected design: A connected design is one in which every rater has at least one direct or
indirect link to every other rater in the design.
coverage-balanced design: A rating design wherein every object is rated by the same number of
raters and every rater rates the same number of objects. All column sums of a coverage-balanced
design incidence matrix are equal. All row sums of a coverage-balanced design are also equal,
however the row sums and columns sums are not necessarily equal to each other.
concurrence matrix: A square symmetric matrix whose non-diagonal entry aij = the number of
times rater i is paired with rater j in one repetition of the rating design. It is computed by
multiplying the transpose of the incidence matrix by the incidence matrix. It is also called the
adjacency matrix, because if entry aij ≠ 0 then vertex i and vertex j are adjacent in the graph of
the design. The term concurrence matrix is more often used in experimental design, and the term
adjacency matrix is more often used in graph theory.
design linkage: The amount or type of connections between raters (or rating objects) of a design.
Linkage in a rating design usually refers to the common connections between raters through the
in-common objects they are designed to rate. These connections may be direct or indirect.
direct link: In a network graph a direct link is represented by an edge from one vertex to another.
A direct link between two raters is formed by any rating object which is assigned to be rated by
both raters.
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disconnected design: A disconnected design is one in which there exists two or more subsets of
raters with no direct or indirect links to the other subset(s) of raters. A nested design would
produce a disconnected design.
edge: A line connecting two vertices of a network graph.
fully-crossed design: A rating design where every rater rates every object. An incidence matrix
of a fully-crossed design would contain all ones.
fully-balanced design: A fully balanced design has a concurrence matrix where all non-diagonal
elements are equal. This indicates that all raters are paired with every other rater the same
number of times. It also implies that the graph of the rating design would be a complete graph.
incidence matrix: An incidence matrix A of a rating design has elements aij = 1 if rater j is
assigned to rate object i, and aij = 0 if rater j is not assigned to rate object i. The full incidence
matrix of a rating design may be made up of smaller sub-designs that repeat every n rows, where
n is a divisor of the number of total objects to be rated.
incomplete design: An incomplete rating design is one in which all raters do not rate all objects
to be rated. Instead, a subset of raters is assigned to rate each rating object.
indirect link: An indirect link between two vertices v1 and v2 is a sequence of edges and one or
more non-v1 and non-v2 vertices that connect v1 to v2.
nested design: A nested rating design is one in which mutually exclusive sets of rating objects
are assigned to be rated by mutually exclusive sets of raters. In such a design objects are said to
be nested within raters.
network graph: A network graph consists of one or more vertices joined by one or more
connecting lines, or edges. In this project the vertices represent raters and the edges represent
rating objects that two raters are assigned in common to rate.
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NO: The total number of objects to be rated in a rating design
NR: The total number of raters in a rating design.
partially-balanced: A partially-balanced design is one in which the values of each column in the
concurrence matrix are equal, though they may not appear in the same order. A BIBD is a
special instance of a partially-balanced block design.
PBIB: Partially-balanced incomplete block design. (see also partially-balanced and incomplete
design)
rater coverage: The number or percentage of raters assigned to rate each object in the rating
design.
rater schedule: The assignment of raters to rating objects. The rater schedule can be
represented by the incidence matrix.
repetition-size: The number of rows in a sub-design of an incidence matrix that are repeated one
or more times to create the entire incidence matrix of the rating design. In this project, NO=24,
so a repetition-size four design would consist of four rows, and would be repeated six times to
create the full incidence matrix of the rating design.
vertex: a component in a network graph, commonly represented by a geometric shape such as a
circle. Vertices in a network graph are usually connected by one or more edges, although a
vertex may have no connections at all.
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Review of Literature
Debate and detail about the definition, strengths, weaknesses, and other qualities of
performance assessments are well covered by Johnson, Penny & Gordon (2008), Messick
(1994) , Moss (1994), and others such as Linn, Baker & Dunbar (1991). Many performance
assessments are rater-mediated, and there is no lack of literature informing a diligent researcher
or educational administrator about the possible pit-falls and remedies when undertaking a ratermediated assessment. A majority of the literature detailing problems and possible solutions with
rater-mediated assessments focuses on either (1) the strengths or weaknesses of the statistical
methodologies used to analyze the ratings or (2) the many problems inherent with the human
fallibility of raters. Several authors warn about problems with rater-bias (Hoyt, 2000), detecting
and correcting for rater variability (MacMillan, 2000), rater and rater-score reliability (Dunbar,
Koretz, & Hoover, 1991), rater stability, and rater performance over time (Congdon & McQueen,
2000; Myford & Wolfe, 2009).
Rater Effects
Raymond, Harik & Clauser (2011) compare three different methods to improve the
overall reliability of performance ratings by adjusting for rater effects. Wolfe (2004) uses MFRM
to identify three general types of rater effects including accuracy/inaccuracy, severity/leniency,
and centrality/extremism. A group of researchers (Leckie & Baird, 2011) retrospectively
analyzed essay scoring from a large scale national test administered in England looking
specifically at rater effects due to severity drift, central tendency and rater experience using a
multi-level model. Detecting and measuring rater effects is also covered well by Myford &
Wolfe in a two-part report (2003, 2004). A decade later Wolfe joins with McVay (2012) using
latent trait models to identify four specific rater effects and to investigate correlations between
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rater training, and the rater effects found in the rating data. Eckes (2008) hypothesizes specific
rater types based on the importance they attach to specific rating criteria, characterized by their
distinct scoring profiles and influenced at least in part by their background.
Models and Methods
There is adequate literature that compares and contrasts different models and methods of
analysis of rating results, including comparisons of G-theory and MFRM analysis (Kim &
Wilson, 2009; Lynch & McNamara, 1998; Stahl, 1994; Sudweeks, Reeve, & Bradshaw, 2004), as
well as simulated data studies investigating distributions of rater severity with and without rater
effect, and their impact on ability estimation accuracy and rater parameter recovery. Macmillan
(2000) adds classical test theory into the comparison of G-Theory and MFRM, with data from a
large data set with significant missing data. One group (Wilson & Hoskens, 2001) even
introduced a new IRT model, the Rater Bundle Model, simply to overcome what they perceived
as a violation of conditional independence that other rater facets models ignore.
Rating Designs
Only a very few authors consider the contribution that the rating design itself adds or
detracts from the reliability or precision of the rating results. Some authors briefly address the
importance of linkage in an incomplete design (Houston, Raymond, & Svec, 1991; Lunz, &
Linacre, 1998; McManus, Thompson, & Mollon, 2006), yet only a select few researchers
actually reveal the specific rating designs used in their studies (Braun, 1988; Busing & De Rooij,
2009; Fleiss, 1981) or detail the method and reasons of how and why they selected or developed
those designs. The exceptions are usually from large-scale testing services (Hombo, Donoghue,
& Thayer, 2001; E. G. Johnson, 1992)
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Experimental Design. Fleiss’s (1981) relatively short article details the process of
implementing an inter-rater reliability study using a balanced incomplete block design
(BIBD). The specific rating design he used was directly drawn from parameter values and a
specified experimental design plan given in Cochran and Cox's Experimental Design (1957). He
illustrates the point that efficiency factors of BIBDs can vary quite widely, and they should be
examined or calculated before settling on a specific BIBD. He also mentions that one of the
drawbacks in using an incomplete design is the significant complications to the analysis caused
by one or more raters being unable to complete all of their assigned rating tasks. He suggests
that if this situation is highly likely then the researcher should let chance determine the
assignment of raters to objects, and not expect to be able to determine much about inter-rater
reliability. Beyond the main idea of an efficient way to conduct an inter-rater reliability study
(and that there are reasons that a researcher would want to ascertain the inter-rater reliability of
the raters before actually conducting a rater-mediated assessment) there are other subtle nuggets
of insight in this article.
One of the first realizations is that when Fleiss wrote this article he assumed that his
audience had enough background knowledge about experimental design to be familiar with
reference works that included design tables, and also that they possessed the ability to create a
rating design from a plan contained in one of many tables in such a book. Perhaps in the days
previous to the ubiquitous use of personal computers and statistical software this type of
understanding and skill set was required of most psychometric researchers, but certainly it is not
the case today. However, the article was written pre-MFRM software, and therefore, the whole
point was to improve the accuracy of the ratings by accounting for the lack of inter-rater
reliability, or rater severity/leniency in the analysis.
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Accounting for rater effects is particularly important when using an incomplete rating
design, but it is also something that modern MFRM software such as Facets (Linacre, 2014) can
now automatically provide. In the past researchers used hand calculations to analyze results, so
they took care to select an appropriate design that would not be unduly painful to analyze. Now
calculations are handled by efficient and (seemingly) reliable statistical software suites. Freed
from the burden of complex hand computations, researchers are much less likely to be aware of
details of the rating design as well as its effect on the outcome, especially when an incomplete
design is used.
There are ample decades-old experimental design reference books with tables detailing
plans (if known) for block designs with specific values for parameters such as number of
treatments, units per block, number of replications, etc. (Bose, 1954; Cochran & Cox, 1957;
Nair, 1966). Today it is a rare educational researcher who is aware of these tables and how to use
them to find a good incomplete design, for reasons previously mentioned.
This begs the question: if modern software can handle the complications of computations
of any design, does it really matter if researchers are unacquainted with particulars of such tables
and design plans? It might, if the researchers and consumers of rater-mediated assessments
(based on incomplete designs) are completely unaware of what is actually taking place behind
the software curtain. Indeed, it absolutely matters when a researcher discovers (or worse, does
not discover) that he has inadvertently used a design with disconnected subsets.
Incomplete block designs were originally created and used for agricultural experiments
with multiple treatments on multiple varieties of plants, where a fully-crossed design was not
feasible, or even possible, in a small enough area that the environmental conditions themselves
did not confound the results. Experiments of v varieties and b treatments (where v and/or b were
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not trivial) needed a careful plan to ensure all the results were comparable and the design was as
efficient as possible. There were many possibilities of arranging the varieties and treatments in
blocks, however, the ideal plan was one in which each variety was paired with each treatment the
same number of times (or a balanced incomplete block design) because it greatly simplified the
calculations. Incomplete rating designs can be thought of as the raters being treatments and the
objects being varieties. All of the attributes of block designs created for field experiments hold,
and it is well known that all block designs are not created equal. Even though modern software
has eliminated reliance on tables of design parameters, the awareness of the relationship between
design linkage and the comparability of the results is still needed. Understanding linkage or
connectivity of a design is essential because it reveals how (directly or indirectly) and how often
the varieties (objects) and/or the treatments (raters) are compared. Awareness about the
connectivity of a design should go beyond merely checking for its existence.
Costs. The most common reason for employing an incomplete design (as opposed to a
fully-crossed design) is to control the resource cost of the assessment. Almost 20 years ago
Hardy (1995) detailed the cost of performance assessments compared to more traditional
multiple-choice tests. His treatise thoroughly addressed the many extra obvious and hidden costs
in developing, administering, and scoring performance based assessments. Some estimates, even
then, came back as high as 60 times the cost of multiple-choice testing. He noted that scoring
costs, by far, were the most significant contributors to the increase in cost. Additionally, because
assessments must be scored individually, and by multiple scorers (raters), there is no economy of
scale, nor do the costs amortize well over time, since the full cost of scoring reoccurs with every
administration of the assessment. At the close of his article Hardy places hope for future cost
relief in the form of artificial intelligence and computer-aided scoring and adaptive
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testing. Unfortunately, even with the exponential growth of technology in the 20 years since his
article was published, this hope has yet to be realized—with any major significance—for formal,
rater-mediated assessments. Is it any wonder then that an incomplete design is most commonly
selected when designing a performance based, rater-mediated assessment? And yet, where is the
research on the true costs (including reliability, precision, etc.) of implementing an incomplete
rating design?
Design Linkage. Occasionally reports of rating design research mention design linkage,
though usually only to state that linkage in the design exists, or that the design is linked. For
example, a report of a study of clinical examinations for medical students (McManus et al.,
2006) was focused on accounting for the “hawk-dove” (rater severity/leniency) effect and two
paragraphs of its twenty-two pages were devoted to explicitly pointing out that they had
considered linkage, and taken adequate steps to ensure it existed in the design. The second
pertinent paragraph concludes: “and it will be shown that sufficient examiners have examined
with enough other examiners for there to be linkage.” (p. 3) [italics and emphasis added]
George Engelhard (1997) discusses design linkage with a surprising amount of detail in
an article focused on “a set of procedures for constructing an assessment network composed of a
connected system of rater and task banks” (p. 20). Where most authors seem to classify design
linkage as a binary attribute (either a design has linkage or it doesn’t), Engelhard classifies
designs into three categories: (a) complete networks, (b) incomplete networks, and (c) non-linked
networks, and gives one graphical representation of each of these types. By doing this he gives
credence to the idea of using a network graph to visualize design linkage.
It is interesting that Engelhard (1997) also notes, as did Fleiss (1981), that incomplete
designs can be constructed from tables and plans found in experimental design reference books.
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Engelhard’s article was published fifteen years after the article by Fleiss, and was also
subsequent to the development of Facets software, yet he still refers to experimental design
reference tables in selecting (or developing) a rating design. Even so, the most unique part of his
article is his use of visualization to differentiate his three categories of designs. This is the only
literature that I know of which attempts to specifically display the network of raters (or rating
objects) in a rating design, even though the visualization of a rating design as a network graph
can instantly reveal disconnected subsets, as well as other insights about the design. More
awareness about, and methodologies for, design visualization is needed.
As mentioned in the introduction, several authors have lamented the lack of clear
documentation of rating designs used in research (Scullen et al., 2000), and others have warned
of the unintended consequences of a poorly linked design (Myford & Wolfe, 2003, 2004; Wolfe,
2004) but to my knowledge there is no rating design research with the main purpose of
addressing or analyzing the variations in all possible rating designs for a given assessment
context, and little to no literature that gives explicit guidance about how to develop, visualize, or
evaluate a well-linked rating incomplete design.
Text Search. To demonstrate at least part of this lack of literature I used an online text
search facility available from Brigham Young University’s Harold B. Lee Library. The search
was conducted on all holdings in two academic databases: Academic Search Premier, and
ProQuest Search. The results are shown in shown in Table 1, and make it quite obvious that
there is a paucity of literature addressing the linkage of rating designs in MFRM studies.
Contribution. This study attempts to fill the gap in the literature by directly addressing
the differences in all possible rating designs developed for the same NR and NO, given various
rater-coverages and repetition sizes. It also addresses methods and processes of developing,
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visualizing, and evaluating incomplete rating designs. Finally, this project lays some of the
groundwork necessary for future research regarding the effect of design linkage on the precision
of rating results.

Table 1
Text Search Results For Rating Designs
Hits
Academic Search
Search Phrase
Premier
"many-facet" rasch
472
"many-facet" rasch AND rater
269
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater severity"
98
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater training"
45
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater reliability"
44
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater effects"
44
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater bias"
24
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater variability"
10
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater error"
8
"many-facet" rasch AND "rating design"
6
"many-facet" rasch AND "incomplete block"
2
"many-facet" rasch AND rater AND disconnected
2
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater balance"
0
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater assignment"
0
"many-facet" rasch AND rater AND linkage
0
"many-facet" rasch AND "rater schedule"
0
"many-facet" rasch AND rater AND "rating schedule"
0
Note. All words surrounded by quotes were searched as an exact phrase.

ProQuest
Search
97
75
32
30
24
22
13
9
4
5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Method
Using a Programming Environment
A project that attempts to produce or examine all possible instances of a non-trivial
entity, even within restricted parameters, usually requires the aid of a computer, and the
development of customized code. This project was no exception. Due to the specialized and
diverse needs of this project, as well as anticipated future research building upon the results, the
R language (R Core Team, 2014), and specifically the RStudio programming environment
(RStudio Team, 2014), were selected for use. R provides a core of well-tested and reliable
functions in its base package including basic matrix manipulations and computations. There are
also many diverse 3rd party packages that can be installed and used in the R environment. When
using 3rd party packages, it is incumbent upon the researcher to perform due diligence in
researching the history and/or testing the reliability and accuracy of the code or functions used.
The igraph package (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006) is an open-source, well-known, and welldocumented collection of network analysis tools, that can be programmed not just from R, but
also from Python and C/C++. Two examples of functions that produce network graphs of rating
designs were developed for this project and written in R code, and are documented in Appendix
I. Both example functions, plotit and graphMats, call functions from the igraph package.
Design Restrictions
Counting all possible designs is a problem in combinatorics, however generating all
possible designs which meet certain criteria is quite a different problem. The purposes of this
project were reliant on the ability to generate and then classify designs that met certain criteria.
These criteria became a set of design restrictions which may seem arbitrary, but were chosen to
inform a future analysis of a pre-existing data set of ratings. The results of the current project are
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not independent of these restrictions. However, it was hoped that the methodology used to
generate and classify these specific designs—as well as the lessons learned—could be
generalized in ways that could inform design decisions and methodological procedures in
developing designs intended for MFRM analysis.
NR and NO. For this project the number of raters was restricted to a constant of eight and
the number of objects to be rated was restricted to a constant of 24.
Repetition-size. For a design to be repeated an integral number of times, it must have a
repetition-size that is a factor of the number of objects to be rated. The repetition-sizes of the
generated designs for this project were restricted to 4, 6, and 8 rating objects, which would then
be repeated 6, 4, and 3 times respectively to cover the entire NO (24).
Balance and coverage. The restrictions to include only coverage-balanced, incomplete
designs, in conjunction with the constant values of NR = 8, NO= 24, and rater coverages of 25%,
50%, and 75% constrain the possible designs. The combinations of coverage and repetition-size
for which designs were generated are designated with an X in Table 1.
Table 2
Designs Selected for Generation
Rater Coverage
Repetition-size
25%
50%
75%
a
4
Ø
X
Ø
6
Øb
X
Øb
8
X
X
X
Note. X - Designs with the specified rater coverage and repetition-size included in this project.
Ø – Designs with the specified rater coverage and repetition-size are not included in this
project. aNo connected design exists. bNo design exists because the percent coverage of the
repetition-size is not an integer.
Linkage. Designs were generated without restriction on linkage, other than those that
were naturally imposed from restricting the other design parameters of NR, NO, coverage
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balance, rater coverage, and repetition-size. Disconnected designs (if any existed) were also
generated, classified, and reported. Linkage was not restricted to fully-balanced, or partially
balanced designs, although if those types of designs were generated, they were classified as such.
Design Notations
Incidence matrix. The incidence matrix of a design with NO objects and NR raters is
an 𝑁𝑂 × 𝑁𝑅 matrix 𝐴 = 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 where entry 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 1 if object i is assigned to be rated by rater j, and
entry 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 = 0 if object 𝒊 is not assigned to be rated by rater 𝒋. Incidence matrices, composed
exclusively of zeroes and ones, were used to specify each generated design. In this notation,
rows represent objects and columns represent raters. An incidence matrix is a convenient
notation for specifying (or observing) the assignment of raters to objects and for checking
coverage-balance. An example of an incidence matrix is represented in Figure 1. In this design,
it can be observed that rater 1 is paired twice with raters 2 and 3, once with raters 4 and 8, and is
never paired with raters 5-7 in a rating assignment. Determining the linkage in this manner for a
large number of designs would be a tedious and error prone process. Fortunately, there is a
better method.

Figure 1. Example of a rating design incidence matrix.
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Concurrence matrix. A concurrence matrix, also known as an adjacency matrix, is a
square symmetric matrix and can be computed by performing matrix multiplication of the
transpose of the incidence matrix A with itself: 𝐴𝑇 𝐴. For a concurrence matrix B=𝑏𝑖𝑗 , entry 𝑏𝑖𝑗
where(𝑖 ≠ 𝑗), is the number of times rater i is paired with rater j in a rating assignment. In any
concurrence matrix, a non-diagonal entry where 𝑏𝑖𝑗 = 0 indicates that rater i and rater j are not
directly linked, that is, there are no objects that are rated by both rater i and rater j. When A is a
coverage-balanced design, any diagonal entry of the concurrence matrix 𝑏𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐 × 𝑟, where 𝑖 =
𝑗, 𝑐 = the design coverage (as a percentage), and 𝑟 = the design repetition-size. If desired, the
diagonal values can be subtracted out by using the calculation: 𝐴𝑇 𝐴 − (𝑐 × 𝑟 × (𝐼𝑁𝑅 )) where
𝐼𝑁𝑅 is the identity matrix with dimension (𝑁𝑅 × 𝑁𝑅 ) . Each non-diagonal entry 𝑏𝑖𝑗 in the
concurrence matrix of a fully-balanced incomplete design will be a constant value. Each
column in the concurrence matrix of a partially-balanced incomplete design will contain
identical values, though the order of those values per column may vary.
Figure 2 shows the concurrence matrix for the incidence matrix shown in Figure 1.
Notice the symmetry about the diagonal, and that the values in the diagonal have been subtracted
out and replaced with a dot since the number of times a rater is paired with themselves is not of
interest in this context. However, according to the formula, before replacement the diagonal
values would have been (.50 𝑥 8) = 4. Each non-diagonal entry (𝑏𝑖𝑗 where i≠j) now contains
the number of times rater i is paired with rater j in rating an object. For example, to see how
many times rater four is paired with rater six, examine the value at the intersection of row four
and column six, which is shows the value of 2. This particular concurrence matrix represents a
partially-balanced incomplete design since every column contains the same numbers (five 2s,
and two 1s), though the ordering of those numbers varies by column. If this was the concurrence
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Figure 2. Example of a concurrence matrix.

matrix of a (fully) balanced incomplete design, all non-diagonal entries would be a constant
value. One interesting characteristic of a coverage-balanced design is that the sum of all the
values in any concurrence matrix of designs with the same coverage, NR, and repetition-size is a
constant. For example: for all possible coverage balanced designs where NR = 8, repetition-size
= 8, and coverage = 50%, the sum of all the values in a concurrence matrix (ignoring diagonal
values) is always 48. This is important to know because it helps to understand that when there
are pairings of raters with a relatively high number of direct links, then there must exist other
pairings with a relatively low number of direct links, and possibly no direct links.
Linkage description. One way to describe the linkage of a design is to use the values in
a concurrence matrix. For designs represented by the concurrence matrix shown in Figure 2 the
linkage could be described as: 𝑛1 = 8, 𝑛2 = 20; 𝜆1 = 1, 𝜆2 = 2, because there are 8 pairings of
raters with one linking object (λ) in common, and 20 pairings of raters with two linking objects
in common. A more compact way of expressing this would be: 𝑛 = (8, 20); 𝜆 = (1, 2).
Another way to describe linkage would be to give the pairing counts in a table format, such as
found in the Results section for each category of design, specifically
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Table 3 – Table 7. The former method of linkage description is similar to the parameter
specification of incomplete designs in experimental design, and focuses on the columns of the
concurrence matrix, or the pairings of each individual rater with all other raters. The latter
method counts the number (and redundancy) of direct links for all raters in the design, as seen in
either the lower or upper half of the concurrence matrix, excluding the diagonal.
Design Generation
To generate all possible coverage-balanced rating designs for a particular NR, NO,
repetition-size, and rater coverage, algorithms were written and executed in R (R Core Team,
2014). The functionality of the algorithms described in this methodology section specifically
references and applies to coverage-balanced designs where NR = 8, NO = 24, rater coverage =
50%, and repetition-size (the number of objects included in one repetition) = 4, however, the
concepts and algorithms to generate the other coverages and repetition-sizes are identical except
for the actual values used for the coverages or repetition-sizes, and a few size-dependent
optimizations.
In a design utilizing eight raters, 50% coverage would mean that each object would be
rated by 50% of the raters, and each rater would rate 50% of the total objects. Since NR = 8, and
NO = 24, each object would be rated by four raters, and each rater would rate 12 objects. The
number of possibilities for each row of the incident matrix is 8𝐶4 =

8!
4!4!

=70, consisting of

different combinations of four 0s and four 1s, representing all possible ways that of four out of
eight raters can be assigned to rate any one object. A list of these possibilities was generated
using the permn function from the combinat package (Chasalow, 2012). The 70 vectors were
ordered numerically in descending order (interpreting the entire vector of 1s and 0s as a binary
number). Next each vector in the list was ‘indexed’ with a number between 1 and 70, with the
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vector 11110000 being indexed as 1, and 00001111 being indexed as 70. This list is referenced as
the possible row list (PRL). Figure 3 shows the first five and the last five rows of this 70-row

Figure 3. Possible Row List (PRL) example.
list.
Conceptually, to generate every possible 50% coverage-balanced design of repetitionsize four (RS = 4), every possible combination of four rows from the PRL would need to be
tested for coverage balance. Each row of a valid design should sum to four (50% of eight raters),
and each column should sum to two (50% of 4 objects). However, the combinations of ones and
zeroes in each row of the PRL was purposely generated in advance to sum to the correct amount,
therefore only the column sums of the generated design needed to be checked for coveragebalance. For designs where RS = 4 this would result in checking 704 = 24,010,000 possibilities,
but for designs where RS = 8 there are 708 or over 576 trillion possibilities to be checked. These
possibilities can be narrowed considerably with various coding optimizations, but even so, the
computing time was a significant factor in the decision to limit the repetition-sizes used in this
project to four, six, and eight. Generation of possibilities for RS = 4 took a few seconds to
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complete, possibilities for RS = 6 took several minutes, and generation of RS = 8 completed in
several hours.
Eliminating Non-Unique Designs
The next problem faced after generating the possible designs was that some of the
numerous combinations were essentially the same design, with only rows (or columns) of the
design being rotated or exchanged. If two rows (or columns) are exchanged in the incidence
matrix of a design, the result is the possibility of a different set of raters rating the objects in
question. This may affect the overall final rating for the objects involved, but a priori, and until
the raters are assigned to rate specific objects, it is the same design. The difficulty comes in
recognizing (or categorizing) designs that are the same, a priori to rater assignment. The
problem is similar to recognizing equivalent matrices with columns and/or rows exchanged. I
used several different though similar methods to detect equivalent designs.
Exchanging rows. Figure 4 shows an example of a possible RS = 4, 50% design. Notice
that the columns all sum to two, or 50% of the repetition-size. When a design passed the

Figure 4. Example of a design with repetition-size of 4, 50% coverage, with unordered PRL indices

coverage-balance test it was added to a list of all possible designs. A priori this (1, 56, 70, 15)
row design is equivalent to a design defined by any permutation of the PRL indices such as (56,
1, 15, 70). After all of the possibilities were generated, the PRL indices were ordered and
compared. All identical designs (with respect to row permutations) were eliminated. This
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eliminated duplicates created by row exchanges. The design in Figure 4, after being row-ordered
by the PRL index, is shown again in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Row-ordered design.

Exchanging columns. The next task was to eliminate equivalent designs that were
simply column exchanges. To do this each of the remaining unique designs was column-indexed
and ordered in a procedure similar to that which was performed on the rows. In the earlier
specified design with the given parameters, each column contained four values, of which two
were ones and two were zeroes, for a 50% design. Since 4𝐶2 =

4!
2!2!

=6, there are six possible

combinations of ones and zeroes for column vectors. These six possibilities were generated,
ordered, and indexed as shown in Figure 6, with the possible column list (PCL) indices on the
top in green (the columns are to be read vertically). Now every design could be reduced to eight

Figure 6. The Possible Column List for repetition-size = 4, 50% design

PCL indices, each one representing a column in the incidence matrix. The columns of each
design were ordered by their PCL index and duplicate designs were removed from the list of all
possible designs. The design first given and row-ordered in Figure 5 is finally column indexed,
ordered and shown in Figure 7. Together these two procedures eliminated designs that were
duplicated by any number of permutations of rows or columns. However, it did not eliminate
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designs that were duplicated by permutations of both rows and columns. Notice also how the
PRL indices were changed from (1, 15, 56, 10) to (1, 10, 61, 70) because exchanging (ordering)
columns also changed the values in the rows. In this particular instance they are still ordered

Figure 7. Example Design, column-ordered

correctly, but if they were not, it would turn into a continual re-ordering by row then by column
then by row, etc., etc. To avoid this infinite loop, the rows were NOT reordered again after the
columns were ordered. Instead, once all of the duplicate designs were eliminated based on rowindices, and then by column-indices another procedure was performed.
Design classification. To identify duplicate designs where there were exchanges of rows
and columns, the concurrence matrix of each of the remaining unique designs was calculated.
The concurrence matrix of the original design (incidence) matrix shown in Figure 4, was
calculated as shown in Figure 8 with the resulting matrix on the right.
The process to calculate the concurrence matrix was explained in the Design Notations
section and is reviewed briefly here. The diagonal values of the concurrence matrix are lightly
grayed out as they represent the number of times a rater is paired with themselves, and is not of
interest here. They provided, however, an additional way to double check that the design was
coverage balanced. In a coverage balanced design the diagonal values of the concurrence matrix
will be a constant and equal to the number of objects a rater is assigned in one repetition of the
design. The (row, column) intersection of (1,2) = 2 and (2,1) = 2 is the number of times rater 1 is
paired with rater 2 (highlighted in yellow) in the (middle) incidence matrix. Analogously, (3,4)
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and (4,3) = 2 which is the number of times raters 3 and 4 are paired in the design (highlighted in
green). Also (1,8) and (8,1) = 0 which represents the number of times raters 1 and 8 are paired

Figure 8. Calculating the concurrence matrix of the example design.

(highlighted in orange). The concurrence matrix was essential in graphing of the rating designs
and will be discussed later, but it was also used to classify the remaining unique designs. This
classification was accomplished by observing, ordering, and recording what I have termed the
linking parameters, which are the values, and the number of occurrences of those values in each
column (and also rows since it is diagonally symmetric). Each column in the calculated
concurrence matrix shown on the right of Figure 8 (ignoring the diagonal) has one 2, four 1s, and
two 0s. This means that each rater is paired with one other rater twice, four other raters once,
and two other raters zero times. This example design happens to be a partially-balanced design,
however, the majority of the coverage-balanced designs (at least for the parameters selected for
this study) were neither balanced, nor partially balanced. All of the coverage-balanced designs
(of the same coverage and repetition-size) which had concurrence matrices with the same linking
parameters were considered equivalent and make up a design class.
Linking parameters. A (fully) balanced design, as defined in the experimental design
literature has only one level of parameter, because each rater is paired with every other rater a
constant number of times. The linking parameter for a one-level parameter class is λ. If λ = 2 in
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a one-level class, then every rater is paired with every other rater two times. A partially-balanced
design has two levels of linking parameters: λ1..m and n1..m, where m is the number of different
non-diagonal values in all columns. For the example design represented in Figure 8: λ1 = 2, λ2 =
1, λ3 = 0, and n1 = 1, n2 = 4, n3 = 2. Or, in a more compact notation: λ = (2,1,0), n = (1,4,2). This
is to be interpreted as indicating that each rater is linked twice with one rater (λ1=2, n1=1), once
with four other raters (λ2 = 1, n2 = 4), and not ever directly linked with two other raters (λ3 = 0, n3
= 2).
Finally, I describe a three-level class of linking parameters. To my knowledge, this type
of design has not been parameterized in either the experimental design literature or the rating
literature, and is unique to this study. However, there may well exist a parameterization in the
experimental design literature similar to this under the name of a group of designs with which I
am not familiar. An example of a design that has three-levels of linking parameters is shown in
Figure 9. The incidence matrix of the design is shown in the middle, and the computed

Figure 9. An example of a design with three levels of linking parameters.

concurrence matrix is shown on the right. Color has been used to more easily recognize and
confirm the transpose of the design (on the left), and the values of the linking parameters that are
summarized and appended beneath the concurrence matrix.
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The third level of parameters refers to the number of columns with the specified
parameters. The linking parameters for this design I define as γ = (2,2,2,2); λ =
((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)(3,2,1)); n = ((3,3,1), (2,2,2,1), (2,1,4),(1,3,3)). The symbol γ was used
to phonetically connote groups. In this context γ represents the number of columns, or the size
of a group of raters with identical 2nd level linking parameters (of λ and n). The γ = (2, 2, 2, 2)
notation is to be interpreted to indicate that there are four different groups or types of linkage in
this design, and there are two columns (or raters) in each group. Group 1 (consisting of raters 1
and 8 in this design) is paired 3 times with 3 raters, once with 3 other raters, and is never paired
with 1 other rater. Group 2 (raters 2 and 7) is paired three times with two raters, twice with two
other raters, once with two other raters, and never with one other rater. Group 3 (raters 3 and 6)
is paired three times with two raters, twice with one other rater, and once with four other raters.
Group 4 (raters 4 and 5) is paired three times with one rater, twice with three other raters, and
once with three other raters. Notice that all of the values for γ must sum to the number of raters,
all of the values in each n should sum to the number of raters less one.
The linking parameters of a design define its class membership. Or, in other words,
designs are classified by their linking parameters. Any designs with identical linking parameters
(order does not matter) are members of the same class of designs, and a priori can be considered
duplicate designs. It would have been possible to check for duplicate designs this way from the
beginning, however matrix multiplication is much more calculation intensive for a computer than
is simple ordering of integers, hence it was thought that eliminating as many of the duplicate
design possibilities through ordered indexing was more efficient than performing matrix
multiplications on all of the coverage-balanced possibilities, although no tests were completed to
test this assumption.
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The relationship of a concurrence matrix to an incidence matrix is one-to-many, and
hence there exists no well-defined function that recovers the incidence matrix from a
concurrence matrix, though there may be algorithms to generate an incidence matrix from a
concurrence matrix. Because of this, the classified, duplicate designs were not eliminated, but
instead were kept temporarily in a collective list by classification. At this point, only the simple
row and column exchanges had been eliminated as duplicates.
Design rotations. Upon close observation of the remaining classified designs it was
readily apparent that there were an inordinate number of designs with the first rater assigned to
rate the first object. This was an artifact of the ordering of the possible row list, as well as the
ordering of the possible column list, which were used in generating the designs, as well as the
ordering of the indices of those lists in a generated design. Additionally, it was quite possible that
some of the designs retained in the classified lists were simple rotations of other class members.
With an eye to future research analyzing these designs in an MFRM analysis, it would be
important to eliminate designs that were simple rotations of other designs, as well as to eliminate
the artificially increased likelihood of certain assignments (such as the first rater most likely to
be assigned the first object). Therefore two functions were written with the purposes of (a)
identifying any designs that were simple rotations of the columns of the classified design, and (b)
generating all simple rotations of a design, of which there would exist NR-1 rotated designs. The
first function was then used to remove any design from the class list that was recognized as a
simple rotation of another design in that class. This greatly reduced the number of designs in a
classification. All designs within a class that were not rotations of other designs were then
reported. The second function was not used in this study, but would allow for future
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regeneration and selection of incidence matrices without the concern of biasing the selection
toward particular artifactual rater assignments.
Design graphs
A network graph consists of vertices and edges. Vertices are represented by closed
geometric shapes (commonly circles), with or without labels. Edges are represented by line
segments that connect two vertices. Multiple edges connecting two vertices might be
represented by multiple line segments, or (as in this study) by a single segment with one or more
attributes (such as thickness or color) that represent the number of edges, or edge width. Figure
10 is an example of a network graph with eight labeled vertices, and 36 edges represented by 20
segments. In this project the vertices of the design graphs represented raters, and were labeled

Figure 10. An example of a network graph.
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by rater number, and edges represented shared rating objects common to the two raters (vertices)
that they connected.
The concurrence matrices that were used to classify designs by linkage, were also
essential to producing the network graphs that represented each class of designs. The R package
igraph (Csardi & Nepusz, 2006) was used to generate the network graphs from concurrence
matrices. All designs with the same concurrence matrix (ordering of columns ignored), or
having the same linking parameters, will produce isomorphic, if not identical network graphs,
therefore only one representative graph from each design class was generated. Two graphs are
considered isomorphic if their structure is identical (or can be made so by the manipulation of
vertices or edges in the graph plane), with the exception that the labels on the vertices might
change.
Graphing a separate edge for each rating object would complicate the overall graph of a
rating design, hence only one edge connecting two vertices was displayed for the graphs in this
project. The edges were weighted by the number of rating objects they represented. The
thickness of the edge, as well as a color representing that thickness, was displayed in the graph to
reflect this weighting.
Network graphs are useful in revealing disconnected subsets of raters, as well as giving a
gestalt sense of the degree of connectedness in a rating design. A graph is considered connected,
if there exists a path that connects any selected pair of vertices. A path is a sequence of two or
more vertices continuously connected by one or more edges. A graph is considered complete if
every vertex is directly connected by an edge to every other vertex in the graph. A vertex is
directly connected to another vertex if there exists an edge common to both vertices. Figure 10 is
a connected graph since there exists a path between any two vertices. For example a path
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between vertex 4 and vertex 5 exists through vertices 1 and 2. However it is not a complete
graph since there are several pairs of vertices which are not directly connected such as the
previously mentioned vertices 4 and 5, vertices 1 and 7, vertices 2 and 8, vertices 3 and 6, etc.
All fully-crossed designs are connected and will produce a complete graph. It is
interesting to note however, that there exist incomplete designs that are also connected and
produce complete graphs, although the weights of the edges would be less than in the fullycrossed design. I hypothesize that such designs would be superior to designs represented by
incomplete graphs, however the test of that hypothesis is not a purpose of this project, and is left
to future research. To my knowledge at this time, no published literature uses network graphs to
fully illustrate a rating design, or to aid in revealing the linkage of the design.
Results
As Table 2 delineates, the designs in this project are either 50% designs, or of repetition-size
eight, or both. This was done so that designs could be compared holding the coverage constant,
and letting repetition-size vary, and vice versa. Given NR = 8, NO= 24, connected, incomplete
designs exist in all three coverages of interest (25%, 50%, 75%) only for repetition-size eight
designs. For the same NR and NO, connected, incomplete designs exist in all three repetitionsizes of interest (4, 6, 8) only for 50% coverage designs. For each of these five subsets of
designs as indicated in Table 2, the total number of design classes will be reported, and for each
design class the following items will be reported:
1. The pairing counts for each design class. Pairing counts are contained in the appended
rows that summarize the values in the concurrence matrix; the counts show the number of
direct links between all raters.
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2. The number of unique designs in each design class. A unique design is an incidence
design that cannot be transformed into any other design in the same class by row and/or
column exchanges or rotations.
3. The percentage of zeroes (rater pairings with no rating object in common) in the
concurrence matrix of each design class.
4. A (PCL) ordered representative incidence matrix for each design class.
5. One representative concurrence matrix calculated from the representative incidence
matrix for the design class.
6. One representative network graph for each design class, graphed from the representative
concurrence matrix for the design class.
7. The linking parameters of each design class.
Items 1-3 will be summarized in a table at the beginning of each design category report.
Items 4-6 will be displayed in one figure (for each design class) in the appendix for that category
of designs. Item 7, the linking parameters, will be given in the caption of the figure for each
design class.
The labels above the representative incidence matrices follow this naming convention:
Design RS x NR x C - N where RS = repetition-size, NR = number of raters, C = coverage (in
decimal format), and N is the index of the design class. Design 4x8x.5-1 represents an incidence
matrix from the class of designs with repetition-size = 4, NR = 8, coverage = .5 (50%), with
index=1. These design IDs are also found in the summary tables for each of the five categories
of designs. The column labels (in white) above the incidence matrices indicate the column
indices into the PCL (possible column list) mentioned in the methodology section under design
generation.
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Notice that the total number of pairing counts for any design with n raters is given as:
𝑛2 −𝑛
2

, thus for eight raters there are 28 possible pairings of raters. However, it should be noted

that these pairing counts reflect only one repetition. The pairing counts should be multiplied by
the total number of rating objects (NO) divided by the repetition-size to calculate the pairing
counts for all objects together. For example, in the case of a repetition-size four design the
pairing counts should be multiplied by six for the entire design that includes all 24 rating objects.
50% Coverage Designs
Repetition-size four designs. Designs with 50% rater coverage and RS = 4 were generated and
categorized into four classes, three of which represent connected designs, and one class
representing a disconnected design. The summary characteristics of the design classes are shown
in Table 3, ordered by percentage of zeroes, or the number of rater pairings without a direct link.
Appendix A contains a figure for each design class in this category, ordered by Class ID. If
multiplying the counts by their values, and summing them together, all 50% designs with RS = 4,
would sum to 24. For example for class 4x8x.5-2: 6(2) + 12(1) + 10(0) = 24; for class 4x8x.5-3:
4(2) + 16(1) 8(0) = 24, etc.
Table 3
Summary of 50% coverage, repetition-size four designs
Pairing countsa
Class ID
2s
1s
0s
%zeroes
Class-N
4x8x.5-1
12
0
16
57.14%
1
4x8x.5-2
6
12
10
35.71%
1
b
4x8x.5-3
4
16
8
28.57%
1
4x8x.5-4
2
20
6
21.43%
2
a
Note. This table is ordered by %zeroes. The pairing counts given are for only one
repetition of the design, multiply by 6 for the total pairings on all 24 rating objects.
b
This design is a partially-balanced design (from an experimental design definition).
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Repetition-size six designs. Designs with 50% rater coverage and RS = 6 were
generated and categorized into 15 classes, 14 of which represent connected designs, and one
class representing a disconnected design. The summary characteristics of the design classes are
shown in Table 4, ordered by percentage of zeroes, or the number of rater pairings without a
direct link. Appendix B contains a figure for each design class in this category, ordered by Class
ID. If multiplying the pairing counts by their values, and summing them together, all 50%
designs for RS = 6, would sum to 36. For example for class 6x8x.5-2: 6(3) + 6(2) + 6(1) +
10(0) = 36; for class 6x8x.5-3: 4(3) + 8(2) + 8(1) + 8(0) = 36, etc.
Table 4
Summary of 50% coverage, repetition-size six designs
Pairing counts a
Class ID
3s
2s
1s
0s
%zeroes
Class-N
6x8x.5-1
12
0
0
16
57.14%
1
35.71%
6x8x.5-2
6
6
6
10
1
b
28.57%
6x8x.5-3
4
8
8
8
1
21.43%
6x8x.5-4
2
10
10
6
2
21.43%
6x8x.5-6
4
6
12
6
4
b
14.29%
6x8x.5-5
0
12
12
4
1
14.29%
6x8x.5-7
2
8
14
4
3
14.29%
6x8x.5-8
2
8
14
4
6
10.71%
6x8x.5-9
1
9
15
3
20
7.14%
6x8x.5-10
1
8
17
2
6
7.14%
6x8x.5-11
0
10
16
2
12
3.57%
6x8x.5-15
0
9
18
1
4
b
0.00%
6x8x.5-12
4
0
24
0
1
0.00%
6x8x.5-13
2
4
22
0
1
0.00%
6x8x.5-14
1
6
21
0
1
a
Note. This table is ordered by %zeroes and then by Class ID. The pairing counts given are for
only one repetition of the design, multiply by 4 for the total pairings on all 24 rating objects.
b
These designs are a partially-balanced designs (from an experimental design definition).
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Repetition-size eight designs. Designs with 50% rater coverage and RS = 8 were
generated and categorized into 97 classes, 96 of which represent connected designs, and one
class representing a disconnected design. The summary characteristics of the design classes are
shown in Table 5, ordered by percentage of zeroes, or the number of rater pairings without a
direct link. Appendix C contains a figure for each design class in this category, ordered by Class
ID. If multiplying the counts by their values, and summing them together, all 50% designs with
RS = 8, would sum to 48. For example for class 8x8x.5-2: 6(4) + 6(3) + 0(2) + 6(1) + 10(0) =
48; for class 8x8x.5-3: 4(4) + 8(3) + 0(2) + 8(1) + 8(0) = 48, etc.
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Table 5
Summary of 50% coverage, repetition-size eight designs

Class ID
8x8x.5-1
8x8x.5-2
8x8x.5-6
8x8x.5-3b
8x8x.5-23b
8x8x.5-4
8x8x.5-7
8x8x.5-8
8x8x.5-10
8x8x.5-11
8x8x.5-24
8x8x.5-25
8x8x.5-5b
8x8x.5-12
8x8x.5-13
8x8x.5-17
8x8x.5-18
8x8x.5-20
8x8x.5-26
8x8x.5-28
8x8x.5-38a
8x8x.5-39
8x8x.5-44
8x8x.5-51b
8x8x.5-70
8x8x.5-80
8x8x.5-94b
8x8x.5-9
8x8x.5-14
8x8x.5-15
8x8x.5-29
8x8x.5-30
8x8x.5-54
8x8x.5-55
8x8x.5-63

4s
12
6
6
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

3s
0
6
0
8
0
10
4
8
6
4
2
0
12
4
6
10
8
6
0
4
8
6
4
4
6
2
0
8
8
6
4
2
4
6
4

Pairing countsa
2s
0
0
12
0
16
0
6
4
8
12
16
20
0
10
6
4
8
12
18
10
8
12
16
16
12
20
24
4
4
8
12
16
6
8
12

1s
0
6
0
8
0
10
8
8
6
4
2
0
12
8
10
10
8
6
4
8
8
6
4
4
6
2
0
12
12
10
8
6
12
10
8

0s
16
10
10
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

%zeroes
57.14%
35.71%
35.71%
28.57%
28.57%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
21.43%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
14.29%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%
10.71%

Class-N
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
1
3
6
1
1
1
3
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
20
20
20
20
3
19
17
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Class ID
8x8x.5-16
8x8x.5-19
8x8x.5-21
8x8x.5-27
8x8x.5-31
8x8x.5-37
8x8x.5-40
8x8x.5-41
8x8x.5-42
8x8x.5-45
8x8x.5-46
8x8x.5-49
8x8x.5-52
8x8x.5-56
8x8x.5-57
8x8x.5-60
8x8x.5-64
8x8x.5-71
8x8x.5-76
8x8x.5-81
8x8x.5-82
8x8x.5-95
8x8x.5-22
8x8x.5-43
8x8x.5-47
8x8x.5-48
8x8x.5-58
8x8x.5-61
8x8x.5-72
8x8x.5-73
8x8x.5-74
8x8x.5-77
8x8x.5-78
8x8x.5-83
8x8x.5-85
8x8x.5-86
8x8x.5-87
8x8x.5-90
8x8x.5-92

4s
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

3s
6
8
6
4
2
6
6
8
6
4
4
4
4
5
2
3
3
6
4
2
2
0
6
6
4
4
4
5
6
5
5
4
3
2
4
2
0
3
1

Pairing countsa
2s
7
6
10
11
15
10
10
6
10
14
14
14
14
9
12
13
13
10
14
18
18
22
9
9
13
13
10
11
9
11
11
13
15
17
10
14
18
15
19

1s
12
12
10
10
8
10
10
12
10
8
8
8
8
11
10
9
9
10
8
6
6
4
12
12
10
10
12
11
12
11
11
10
9
8
12
10
8
9
7

0s
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

%zeroes
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
7.14%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%
3.57%

Class-N
6
12
11
6
6
12
11
7
12
11
12
12
12
6
6
6
6
9
11
6
12
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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Pairing countsa
Class ID
4s
3s
2s
1s
0s
%zeroes
Class-N
8x8x.5-96
0
0
21
6
1
3.57%
4
b
8x8x.5-32
4
0
8
16
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-33
2
2
10
14
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-34
2
4
6
16
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-35
1
4
9
14
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-36
1
2
13
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-50
0
4
12
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-53b
0
4
12
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-59
1
4
9
14
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-62
0
4
12
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-65
2
0
14
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-66
1
3
11
13
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-67
1
2
13
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-68
1
3
11
13
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-69
1
1
15
11
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-75
0
5
10
13
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-79
0
3
14
11
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-84
0
2
16
10
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-88
0
4
12
12
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-89
0
2
16
10
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-91
0
3
14
11
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.5-93
0
1
18
9
0
0.00%
1
b
8x8x.5-97
0
0
20
8
0
0.00%
1
Note. This table is ordered by %zeroes and then by Class ID. aThe pairing counts given are for
only one repetition of the design, multiply by 3 for the total pairings on all 24 rating objects.
b
These designs are a partially-balanced designs (from an experimental design definition).
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25% Coverage Designs
Repetition-size four designs. Designs with 25% rater coverage and RS = 8 were
generated and categorized into four classes, three of which represent disconnected designs, and
one class representing a connected design. The summary characteristics of the design classes are
shown in Table 6, ordered by percentage of zeroes, or the number of rater pairings without a
direct link. Appendix D contains a figure for each design class in this category, ordered by Class
ID. If multiplying the counts by their values, and summing them together, all 25% designs with
RS = 8, would sum to 8. For example for class 8x8x.25-2: 1(2) + 6(1) + 21(0) = 8; for class
8x8x.25-3: 0(2) + 8(1) + 20(0) = 8, etc.

Table 6
Summary of 25% coverage, repetition-size eight designs
Pairing countsa
Class ID
2s
1s
0s
%zeroes
Class-N
8x8x.25-1
1
6
21
75.00%
1
8x8x.25-2
1
6
21
75.00%
1
8x8x.25-3
0
8
20
71.43%
1
b
8x8x.25-4
0
8
20
71.43%
1
a
The pairing counts are for one repetition only. Multiply by 3 for the total pairings on all
24 rating objects. b This design is a partially-balanced design (from an experimental
design definition).
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75% Coverage Designs
Repetition-size eight designs. Designs with 75% rater coverage with RS = 8 were
generated and categorized into four classes, all of which represent connected designs. The
summary characteristics of the design classes are shown in Table 7. Appendix E contains a
figure for each design class in this category, ordered by Class ID. If multiplying the counts by
their values, and summing them together, all 25% designs with RS = 8, would sum to 120. For
example for class 8x8x.75-2: 2(6) + 4(5) + 22(4) = 120; for class 8x8x.25-3: 1(6) + 6(5) + 21(4)
= 120, etc. This represents the total number of direct links in one repetition of the design.

Table 7
Summary of 75% coverage, repetition-size eight designs
Pairing counts*
Class ID
6s
5s
4s
3
2s
1s
0s
%zeroes Class-N
8x8x.75-1
4
0
24
0
0
0
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.75-2
2
4
22
0
0
0
0
0.00%
1
8x8x.75-3
1
6
21
0
0
0
0
0.00%
1
a
8x8x.75-4
0
8
20
0
0
0
0
0.00%
1
* The pairing counts are for one repetition only. Multiply by 3 for the total pairings on all 24
rating objects. a Indicates that the design is a partially-balanced design (from an experimental
design perspective).
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Discussion
The purpose of this project was to more fully understand rating design characteristics by
generating all possible designs under certain design restrictions, describing and classifying the
designs by their linkage, counting the classes, and visualizing a representative of each class by
producing a network graph. This discussion begins with a summary of the counts and
percentages of the generated designs and classes, as well as addressing other insights from the
results, including a more in-depth discussion about linkage and visualization of the generated
classes of designs. The discussion then proceeds with recommendations for researchers who are
creating rating designs, as well as recommendations for future research about incomplete rating
designs. Finally, a brief evaluation of this project is discussed.
Counting, Summarizing, and Comparing Design Classes
There were five categories of designs studied, based on combinations of repetition-size
and rater coverage as detailed in Table 2. A summary table comparing the categories by class
count, linking parameter level, and network graphs is shown in Table 8. This section discusses
some insights from information presented in that table.
The first column in Table 8 enumerates the five categories specified in Table 2, and
columns 2 and 3 display the repetition-size and rater coverage respectively for each category.
The next section of the table summarizes the generated classes of designs for each category,
reporting the number of designs generated and the number of classes those designs are
partitioned into. Columns 6 and 7 report the counts and percentage of design classes which are
disconnected designs.
The next four columns display the counts and percentage of designs that have level 2 and
level 3 linking parameters respectively. There were no generated designs in this project that had
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Table 8
Summary counts of design classifications, linking parameters, and complete graphs, by category
Design classification
Linking parameters
Total
Disconnected
Level 2
Level 3
Complete graphs
Cat R-size Coverage
Designs Classes
count percent
count percent
count percent
count percent
1
4
50.00%
5
4
1
25.00%
1
25.00%
2
50.00%
0
0.00%
2
6
50.00%
64
15
1
6.67%
3
20.00%
11
73.33%
3
20.00%
3
8
50.00%
466
97
1
1.03%
9
9.28%
87
89.69%
22
22.68%
4
8
25.00%
4
4
3
75.00%
1
25.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
5
8
75.00%
4
4
0
0.00%
2
50.00%
2
50.00%
4
100.00%
Note. Cat = Category, R-size = Repetition-size. The counts and percentages refer to classes of designs, rather than individual designs
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level 1 linking parameters, because there are no designs in the five categories which were fullybalanced designs (BIBD). A design is considered fully-balanced when all non-diagonal elements
of the concurrence matrix are identical. Partially balanced designs are analogous to designs with
level 2 linking parameters; each column of the concurrence matrix has identical values, although
the values in the columns may not be in the same row-order. The percentages were computed
from the number of classes with that level of linking parameter divided by the number of total
classes for the category. Notice that the percentages in columns seven, nine, and eleven should
sum to 100% for each category, since all of the generated design classes have linkage that is
either disconnected, level 2, or level 3 linkage.
The last two columns in Table 8 report the count and percentage of the number of design
classes that are represented by complete graphs. Complete graphs represent a design where each
vertex (in this case raters) are directly linked to every other rater. It is important to understand
that these types of designs are identical to a fully-crossed design in the type of design linkage,
and differ only by the number of direct links between vertices (raters).
It is not surprising that the 50% rater coverage designs have more total designs than
either 25% or 75% rater coverage designs, as there are 70 different ways to select four of eight
raters, but only 28 different ways to select two (or six) of eight raters. Therefore there is a
maximum possibility of 70𝑟 designs for 50% coverage (where r = the repetition-size of the
design), and only a maximum possibility of 28𝑟 designs for 25% and 75% coverage designs. Of
course not all of those possible designs will fit the other criteria for coverage-balance or
uniqueness, but the difference in possibilities is large enough to confidently assume that there
should be more 50% designs than 25% or 75% coverage designs.
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For a similar reason, it seems unsurprising that there is a positive correlation between the
repetition-size and the number of possible designs (and classes) generated, and the number of
classes with complete graphs, as shown in the table. This is likely due to the combinatorial
aspect; the more rows in a sub-design repetition, the more designs (and classes) are possible.
However, it is rather interesting to note that the number of designs and classes in design
categories 1, 4, and 5 are so similar, and yet the percentages of disconnected designs are quite
variable between the categories. For example, category 4 designs have a very high rate of
disconnected classes of designs (75%). In fact, there is one and only one unique design in that
category that does not have disconnected subsets! In contrast, category 5 designs have no
disconnected classes of designs, and categories 4 and 5 are equal in their repetition-size.
Holding the coverage equal (categories 1-3), repetition-size is correlated with the
number of connected designs. Holding the repetition-size equal (categories 3-5), coverage is
correlated with the number of connected designs. This indicates that both coverage and
repetition-size should be considered in a design.
Researchers implementing a rater-mediated assessment should fully understand these
types of relationships and trade-offs of rating design attributes. For example, it is not likely that
researchers have access to all possible designs from different rater coverages and repetition-sizes
enumerated for them, however if they had the summary information in Table 8, they would know
that they could develop any coverage-balanced rating design from Category 5, and be
guaranteed that the design was connected. However, they must be quite careful in developing a
design from Category 4, because there is such a high percentage of disconnected designs (75%).
Additionally they should understand that the resource cost of a Category 5 design, though
guaranteed to be connected, would be approximately 3 times the cost of a Category 4 design in
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terms of both time needed to complete the ratings, and money expended for the raters (although
it would still be 25% less expensive than a fully-crossed design). On the other hand there is no
Category 4 design (or Category 1 design) that has a complete graph. Any design developed from
Category 1 or 4 would necessarily have at least some indirect links between raters. A Category 1
design, besides having no design whose graph is complete (just like a Category 4 design), would
also be twice as expensive as a Category 4 design, although it would have one-third the chance
of a disconnected design, if chosen (or developed) randomly. So perhaps the researchers would
settle on a design from Categories 2 or 3, where the percentage of disconnected designs are quite
low, and yet there are a fair percentage (20% and 22.68%) of the design classes which have
complete graphs.
Another consideration is the level of the linking parameters. Level 1 linkage (of which
this project has no such designs) would be preferred because (a) all links would be direct, and (b)
the linkage between raters would be perfectly consistent. Level 2 linkage is preferred to level 3
linkage because although there is no guarantee that all links between raters would be direct, at
least the types (direct or indirect) and numbers of links between all raters would be consistent. In
other words, there wouldn’t be some raters who are highly connected to a majority of raters,
while other raters are only marginally connected to a small subset of raters, which could happen
with level 3 linkage.
To add to the mix of considerations, Table 9 lists all design classes (by class ID) which
are either PBIBs (designs with level 2 linking parameters) or have complete graphs. Not all
designs with level 2 linkage (PBIBs) have complete graphs, nor do all designs that have
complete graphs have level 2 linkage. Also, of the 124 design classes generated over all
categories, only five have both level 2 linkage and complete graphs. It could be conjectured that
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Table 9
All connected designs having complete graphs or level 2 linking parameters (PBIB design)

Design ID

4x8x.5-3
6x8x.5-3
6x8x.5-5
6x8x.5-12
6x8x.5-13
6x8x.5-14
8x8x.5-3
8x8x.5-5
8x8x.5-23
8x8x.5-32
8x8x.5-33
8x8x.5-34
8x8x.5-35
8x8x.5-36
8x8x.5-38
8x8x.5-50
8x8x.5-51
8x8x.5-53
8x8x.5-59
8x8x.5-62
8x8x.5-65
8x8x.5-66
8x8x.5-67
8x8x.5-68
8x8x.5-69
8x8x.5-75
8x8x.5-79
8x8x.5-84
8x8x.5-88
8x8x.5-89
8x8x.5-91
8x8x.5-93
8x8x.5-94
8x8x.5-97
8x8x.25-4
8x8x.75-1
8x8x.75-2
8x8x.75-3
8x8x.75-4
Totals

Complete
graph

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

PBIB
design

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
29

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
16
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these designs may give results with higher precision, however, this would need to be confirmed
(or refuted) by future research.
A Venn diagram is shown in Figure 11 to illustrate the relationship between design
classes in this project, including the levels of linkage and the completeness of their graphs,.

Figure 11. Venn diagram showing the relation between types of linkage in a design and complete graphs.

In the diagram L1 represents designs with level 1 linkage (or BIBDs), L2 represents designs with
level 2 linkage (or PBIBs), and L3 represents designs with level 3 linkage. All BIBDs are
special instances of PBIBs and all PBIBs are special instances of designs with level 3 linkage.
Notice that all BIBDs necessarily have complete graphs, and that PBIBs may or may not have
complete graphs. In this project there were no BIBDs generated. Designs which have both
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complete graphs and level 2 linkage (represented by the purple area) may be candidates for
superior designs in this project.
Visualization
To my knowledge, no commercially available statistical software has functionality that
allows the user to create a visualization of a MFRM rating design. One of the most important
contributions this project makes to rating design research is a thorough visualization of all
possible design classes for the five given categories of design. Not that the specific graphs of
design classes in this study are so important, but rather that they demonstrate the instructive
potential of design visualization. A network graph depicting a rating design reveals, at a glance,
particular strengths or weaknesses inherent in that specific design; it facilitates a gestalt
understanding of the design. In addition, the information provided by visualizing the design can
be known far in advance of data collection, making any necessary design adjustments much
easier and less expensive to implement. Certainly this is one simple methodology that could
prevent costly design mistakes! It is also a methodology that allows a researcher to more
intelligently assign (or avoid assigning) particular raters to important locations in the design. For
example a relatively inexperienced (or severe or lenient) rater should perhaps not be assigned to
a position in the rating design that is key in connecting minimally ranked subsets of raters.
Without visualizing the design, this type of purposeful assignment of raters would be almost
impossible. Design visualization might also inform or encourage more forensic analysis after
data collection, or in retrospective studies if a rating design is actually provided. Most
importantly, it is hoped that this methodology might encourage researchers to more carefully
(and more easily) describe and report the exact design used in their research studies, which
would by itself contribute much to rating design research.
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Alternate visualizations. The graphs in this project and the methodology used to
produce them are only examples. There are other types of graphs which may provide better
types of visualizations, and better ways to produce them. The igraph package provides many
other algorithms to specify or adjust the layout of the vertices. The tkplot function shown in the
code of Appendix I makes it possible to manipulate the vertices (and edges) interactively with a
mouse. It also allows for interactive specification (by menu), of alternate layout options. It is
recommended that the tkplot function and the alternative graphing algorithms be more fully
explored. The graphs in this project were graphed using the default Kamada-Kawai algorithm to
place the vertices. There are some graphs in which the linkage may be better visualized by using

Figure 12. Design 8x8x.5-9 graphed using the Reingold-Tilford layout.
a different algorithm. Design class 8x8x.5-9 is visualized in Figure 12 and Figure 13 using two
different layouts.
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Figure 13. Class 8x8x.5-9 graphed using the circle layout.

Linkage
Linkage in a MFRM rating design must exist to connect all raters together into one
network. When this is not the case, and all raters are not directly or indirectly linked through
shared rating objects, then the design is composed of disconnected subsets of raters, who rate
disconnected subsets of objects. This situation is problematic because when it occurs the rating
results for all objects are on different scales and therefore not directly comparable because there
is no common frame of reference.
Comparison of the rating results is a fundamental purpose of rater-mediated assessments.
Hence the lack of linkage is a dire flaw in the design. The importance of a connected design
cannot be overstated. However the interest in design linkage should not end after confirming its
existence. Linkage is not a dichotomous condition that is either present or absent. It is obvious
from these results that there are many different degrees of design linkage, even when all other
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design attributes such as NR, NO, rater coverage and repetition-size are held constant. These
other attributes, however, do contribute to the proportion of the possible designs which are
connected. For example, consider rater coverage: in each category of designs in this project with
50% rater coverage (categories 1-3 in Table 8) there is only one design class that is disconnected.
However in category 4 with 25% rater coverage designs, three out of four classes of designs have
disconnected subsets. When developing a rating design the researcher should understand that as
the rater coverage decreases, there are fewer possible connected designs, and more care must be
taken to ensure that the selected design is connected. Similarly, when the rater coverage is high,
most, if not all of the designs will be connected (as in category 5 designs with 75% coverage).
There is also a similar interplay between repetition-size and linkage. Each attribute of a rating
design affects the linkage, as well as the number of possible connected designs, in some way.
Missing and redundant links. A percentage of zeroes is reported for each design class,
and Tables 3-7 are ordered by this percentage. The zeroes in the concurrence matrix represent
indirect links, or pairings of raters who have no rating objects in common. Missing links
between raters are also directly related to the number of redundant links between other raters,
since the number of direct links is a constant 28 for all designs in this project (NR = 8). If two
raters have a relatively high number of objects in common, or redundant links, then there are
necessarily other pairings which have no objects in common.
Whenever there is a missing link between raters then the comparison between those two
raters must be indirectly estimated. This is accomplished through comparisons with other raters
to which they are directly linked. The greater the percentage of missing links, the more indirect
estimation is needed and the fewer direct computations or comparisons of ratings are possible.
This is important because paired comparisons are the basis of many rating statistics including
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those for inter-rater reliability, correlation coefficients, Cohen’s kappa, and joint probability.
Paired observations are also needed to compute meaningful statistics of rater effects such as
leniency and severity. Missing links require those computations to be indirect estimates, whereas
many redundant links do not usually add significant precision to those computations and are
wasteful of rating resources. A good design minimizes both missing and redundant links.
Missing links become even more important between minimally linked subsets of raters.
If there are two or more subsets of raters who are strongly connected within their subset but
minimally connected to the other subset(s) of raters (such as in design class 4x8x.5-2 in
Appendix A, design class 6x8x.5-2 in Appendix B, and design classes 8x8x.5-2 and 8x8x.5-6 in
Appendix C), the idiosyncrasies of the raters whose ratings connect those two minimally
connected subsets, as well as the specific rating objects which connect them, may unduly bias the
results.
A similar problem is presented when each rater has a very low (but equal) number of
direct links between other raters as in design class 8x8x.25-4 in Appendix D. This second type
of design requires multiple levels of indirect estimation to compare all raters (or objects), since
all raters have only two direct links to other raters. How prevalent are these possibly problematic
designs? For the designs in this project, it depends on the category of the design class. The
possibility of this type of problematic design class ranges from 100% of the connected category
4 design classes to 0% of the category 5 design classes. This would be valuable information to
understand before selecting a design. How (and how well) does the analysis software (such as
Facets) adjust for a minimally linked design, and how is the precision of the results affected?
This question is impossible to answer without a detailed understanding of the algorithm(s)
employed by the particular software used, or without conducting empirical/simulated studies.
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The concurrence matrix. The information that the concurrence matrix provides is
essential to understanding more about a design, as well as in producing a visualization of the
design’s network graph. Due to the large numbers of designs analyzed for this project it was
necessary to compute the concurrence matrix with software. However, unless NR and/or NO is
quite large, the computation of the concurrence matrix is simple and can easily be computed with
a spreadsheet application that implements matrix functions such as Microsoft Excel or Google
Sheets. In fact, a spreadsheet can be programmed to easily reveal the concurrence matrix in real
time as the cells in the incidence matrix are filled in. For an example of such a spreadsheet the
author may be contacted at mary.r.mcewen<at>gmail<dot>com. Although a disconnected design
is not as immediately apparent from the concurrence matrix as from the visualization, the degree
of connectivity is readily apparent. It is hard to imagine a researcher settling for a minimally
linked design over a more connected design if provided the linkage information from a
concurrence matrix, or design graph. A concurrence matrix also provides an easy and compact
way to describe and document the rating design.
Centrality and importance of design linkage. Before leaving this discussion it is
necessary to reiterate the importance of the connectivity, or linkage, of an incomplete design.
Linkage is a necessary attribute of a valid rating design, and without it the rating results are not
directly comparable. It seems reasonable that the degree of linkage also contributes to the
precision of the results, although this issue still needs to be researched. It is also possible that
rater reliability, rater-effects and/or rater bias can be exaggerated (or minimized) by the linkage
of the design. Despite its importance, the amount and type of design linkage cannot be readily
discerned simply by viewing (or specifying) the rater schedule. Linkage is a complex function of
many other design parameters, and visualization is key in understanding how all the design
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parameters work together to define the structure of a design. It is inherently difficult to fully
specify the linkage of an incomplete design in advance of producing the rater schedule. This
implies that creating a well-linked, incomplete rating design is an iterative and fairly complex
process. Experts in experimental design understood this, and created numerous tables to
document and classify the designs as they were discovered or researched. Rating design research
ignores, or fails to benefit from that work, when researchers accept as good enough any rating
design that does not produce disconnected subsets, simply because it can be successfully
analyzed by software. More tools should be developed to help researchers create and analyze
the best rating designs, including making the linkage of proposed designs obvious through
visualization. Guidelines and instructions should be available to help researchers design the best
rating schedules possible within the particular restrictions of their research.
Recommendations for Developing a Rating Design
One purpose of this project was to produce recommendations for developers of rating
designs based on what I learned in the process of completing the project. These
recommendations are necessarily generalized. Rating design developers should adjust the
recommended processes to fit their purposes and desired outcomes within the restrictions of their
specific projects. These recommendations are made with an understanding that there is a
continuum of technological abilities and resources accessible to individual developers ranging
from purely hand analysis rating design (HARD) to extensively computer-aided rating design
(CARD). Therefore, I provide two rating design development process flows (flowcharts) for
both of these end-of-spectrum circumstances, knowing that most developers will fall somewhere
between the two extremes. There is also a third development process that is not diagrammed,
and would involve creating designs from experimental design tables. However, these tables have
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been available for years, and have only been mentioned briefly in the rating literature, so it seems
unlikely that their popularity will surge in the near future. I will also discuss the ad hoc process
that is often used in creating a rating design, which also seems to be the default process when no
process at all is followed. One last note is that the recommended guidelines are intended for
rating projects of a modest size, such as when NR < 10. Although the recommendations may
scale and apply to a larger study, they are definitely not intended for rating projects of the size
undertaken by large assessment companies, with thousands of rating-objects and hundreds of
raters.
Assumptions and estimates. It is assumed that before attempting to develop the rater
schedule, that the assessment itself has been developed, tested, and revised as needed, and there
is a general idea of how long, on average, it will take an average rater to complete the rating
process for an average object, and how many ratings can be completed in a rating session or
specified time period, etc. These are logistics that are usually determined or completed before
developing the actual assignment of raters to objects, but definitely affect the over-all design by
determining—at least in part—how many raters will be needed, what a reasonable rater-coverage
might be, etc. Previous to developing the rating design the following variables should have
previously been determined or estimated: the total number of raters (NR), the total number of
objects to be rated (NO), and the rater-coverage (RC).
Rating design development. Figure 14 compares two rating design development
processes. The process labeled a represents the hand analysis rating design (HARD)
development process. The process labeled b represents the computer-aided rating design
(CARD) development process. Both of these are preferable to the often used ad hoc process
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illustrated in Figure 15. The HARD development process will be discussed first, in the order of
the numbered steps in diagram a.

Figure 14. Comparison of Two Rating Design Development Processes.

Hand analysis rating design (HARD) development process. This process assumes that
the researcher will be developing the rating design using analysis (manipulations, calculations,
visualizations, etc.) completed by hand, or in other words, with little or no help from software or
other programmable computing environments. I will briefly summarize each step in the process.
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I will not give details that can be commonly found elsewhere (such as how to multiply matrices).
Where simple and commonly available computing aids might be of help, I will briefly discuss
such options.
Step 1: create the (binary) incidence matrix. The number of raters (NR), rater coverage
(RC) as a percentage or decimal, and number of objects (NO), should have been determined
earlier. The last variable perhaps to determine before creating the binary incidence matrix is to
decide the repetition-size (RS) which should be a factor of NO. Remember that in general, a
smaller RS is easier to design, however, when RS < NR there are probably fewer (and perhaps
no) possible designs which will produce a complete graph. I would suggest starting with a RS =
NR, if NR is a factor of RO. If at all possible choose NR to be a factor of NO. If NO is a prime
number consider increasing it to be a non-prime number with several factors. This will give you
more options for RS.
Begin by creating an empty RS x NR matrix. Let k = NR x RC, and b = RS x RC. Fill in
each row of the matrix with k ones and (NR – k) zeroes, taking care that each column contains b
1s and (RS – b) 0s. This is a balancing act (pun not intended, yet happily recognized). If your
RC = 50% there is a quick trick to produce a balanced design with linkage: randomly fill in row
1 with k 1s. Now fill in row 2 with another random sequence of k 1s and (NR – k) 0s, making
sure that at least one of the 1s in row 2 is in the same column as 1 of the 1s in row 1. Next create
the inverse of row 1 in row 3 and the inverse of row 2 in row 4. To create an inverse of a row
simply replace the 1s in the original row with 0s in the new row, and replace the 0s in the
original row with 1s in the new row. Now you should have four balanced rows. If your RS = 6,
then create another new row and its inverse. Remember to make sure that the new rows have at
least one 1 in the same place as another row – for linkage. If your RS is large take care not to
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replicate any row. If you do, you increase greatly your chances of the sub-design being
unbalanced, and possibly disconnected. Remember that this trick with the pairs of inverse rows
and some overlap only works for 50% designs.
Another strategy that will work on any RC is to create a shifting design. Start by filling
in row 1 with k 1s in random columns of your choosing. For row 2 shift that same pattern of 1s
and 0s n spaces to the right, wrapping back around to the beginning of the row when you get to
the end. If n is a factor of NR then your pattern will repeat in (NR / n) rows, so RS = (NR / n).
If n is not a factor of NR then your pattern will repeat in NR rows, and thus RS = NR.
Step 2: check for balance. Once you have filled in RS rows, double check that all rows
have k 1s and all columns have b 1s. It is possible to create a spreadsheet that is helpful in
checking for balance while creating a design. The only catch is that you have to pre-determine
your RS. In a spreadsheet, create a RS x NR space for the incidence matrix. Create a sum at the
end of each row and each column. You can make this a little easier to check if you make the
color of the cell with the row or column sum change color (perhaps to red) using conditional
formatting, when the sum is not what it should be for a balanced design. Once all of the sums
are no longer red, you have a balanced design, and can move on to the next step.
Step 3: calculate the concurrence matrix. To calculate the concurrence matrix simply
multiply the transpose of the incidence matrix by the incidence matrix itself (using matrix
multiplication). This will produce a square, symmetric, NR x NR matrix where each aij entry
where i ≠ j is equal to the number of times rater i is paired with rater j. You may safely ignore
the values of the diagonal. An ideal design will have no 0s in the concurrence matrix. This
means that every rater is directly linked to every other rater, and the graph of the design will be
complete. The reason that this is desirable is because all fully-crossed designs are also complete.
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The only difference between the structure of a fully-crossed design and a design that has a
concurrence matrix with no zeroes is the number of redundant links between raters. It is also
possible to use a spreadsheet to calculate the concurrence matrix as the incidence matrix is
created. http://tiny.cc/ratingDesigner is a link to a google spreadsheet that is an example of this.
If you would like to make a copy and edit it for your designs (with perhaps different number of
raters, etc.) feel free to do so.
Step 4: Check the percentage of zeroes in the concurrence matrix. If you have 50%
zeroes or greater, the chances are good that your design will be disconnected. Even if it isn’t, the
connectivity of your design can probably be improved. To do this, go back and start at step 1,
and revise your incidence matrix. It is wise to document a design that didn’t work out, because it
may keep you from trying it again. If the percentage of zeroes is low (or zero) proceed to the
next step.
Step 5: Sketch the network graph. This is the step that will show if your design is
connected or not. If the percentage of zeroes is 0% you can ignore this step, and skip to step 7,
because your design is connected. To complete a very rough sketch, do the following:
1. Draw (and label) one vertex for each rater equidistantly around the edge of a circle.
2. Refer to the concurrence matrix and draw edges (straight lines) between the vertices, as
specified in the respective cells of the concurrence matrix. For example, the number of
edges between rater 1 and rater 3 would be found at the intersection of either row 1 and
column 3, or row 3 and column 1 of the concurrence matrix. If the number is greater than
zero, draw a line between the two vertices. If the number is zero in that cell do not draw
a line between the vertices.
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If you have a fair number of raters this can be tedious and error prone. If you are familiar
with a computing environment that implements igraph (R, Python, C++), it would be very
helpful to create code to quickly produce a graph. You can see two examples of R Code that
accomplish this in Appendix I.
Step 6: Determine if the graph is connected. If you have correctly sketched a graph of
your design, you must now look carefully at that graph to see if there are disconnected subsets.
Just because there are a lot of crossing lines, does not necessarily mean that your design is
connected. Look closely to see if there might be some vertices that are well connected within a
group of vertices, but not at all connected to a different group. Another way to see if your graph
is connected (as long as your graph is accurate) is to take a different color pen or pencil and start
at one vertex and try to visit every vertex by moving along the lines that you sketched between
vertices, without lifting your pen or pencil off the paper (it is fine to back-track, but do not lift
your pen.) If you can visit each vertex, your design is connected. If your design is not
connected, you will need to go back and revise your incidence matrix in step 1.
Step 7: Is your design acceptable? If you’ve (correctly) made it to this step your design
is a valid or useable design. This is the last step where you ask if there might be a better design,
perhaps with fewer zeroes. Before going on write down your incidence matrix because you may
later decide it is the best one you can come up with. Once it is written down move on to step 8.
Step 8: Do you need to revise some design parameters? If this is the first time through
the process, chances are that you do not yet need to revise any of the parameters (NR, RC, RS),
but that you still have untried designs in the incidence matrix that might work. If however, you
have tried many designs, and still can’t get anything with a low percentage of zeroes, you may
think about adjusting RC.
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Step 9: Determine which parameter to adjust and by how much. Sometimes increasing
the rater coverage by just one more rater will make a big difference, especially if you have a
small number of raters. Before you adjust NR or RC you should first look at adjusting RS. If it
is small, try making it bigger. It will make getting everything balanced a little more complex, but
it will likely increase your connectivity (decrease the zeroes in your concurrence matrix).
Increasing the RS has almost no effect on the cost – other than the designer’s time, and can have
a big impact. If you determine that you will need to increase RC or NR do some calculations to
see which would be more expensive. Remember that increasing the rater coverage will cost you
time and money, whereas adding a rater will only cost you money. However, sometimes adding
a rater will force you to adjust coverage. If you have eight raters, adding a ninth rater would
preclude you from using a 25%, 50%, or 75% design, however a 33.33%, and a 66.66% coverage
would be options. Also, in your calculations remember to calculate the cost over the full NO, not
just the RS. Once you have made the adjustment, return, again, to step 1.
Step 10: Document your design. You have successfully developed a rating design with a
high degree of connectivity. Congratulations! Write down the incidence matrix and the
concurrence matrix and include all your parameters (NR, NO, RS, RC). Also document the
percentage of zeroes in the concurrence matrix. Look closely at any zeroes (if present) that
represent missing links, or other idiosyncrasies of the design. Is there a reason to assign (or not
assign) a specific rater to a particular vertex in the design? If so make a note of it. Don’t forget
to document your sketch as well. You may want to take the time to make a nice version of it in a
graphics program to add to your report. Also, be sure to document how you came to choose the
parameters at first, and especially if you adjusted any of them in the design process, and the
reasons why they needed to be adjusted. Before you move on to collect ratings, it would be wise
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to go over all of this documentation with another researcher. Sometimes deep in the
development process we can miss small errors that make a big difference. Another set of eyes is
always prudent. And finally, remember to include this documentation in your report so that other
researchers could replicate your study, or at least know exactly what design you used.
Computer-aided rating design (CARD) process. After reviewing all of the steps in the
HARD development process, we now compare it to the CARD process. If you have actually
experienced (not just read) though a HARD development process you will appreciate that it
really is an iterative process, and if you are completing all the calculations by hand it can become
quite tedious. The hardest part is, even when you develop an acceptable design, how will you
know if it is the best available, or how much better it could be? You won’t. There are many
reasons to use a computer-aided approach. However, if the computer-aid was to guarantee that
you had the best (or one of the best) of all possible designs, it would more than minimize some
design time and frustration, it would contribute to the field of rating design research. This has
been going on for years, decades actually. Not with a computer, at least in the beginning, but
with mathematicians and statisticians and experts in experimental design. This is why they kept
detailed tables of design parameters and plans. Except for the producing of a visual graph,
process b could have been employed—at least in some cases—years ago by using these
experimental design tables. These tables could presently provide some aid, though a researcher
would have a bit of a learning curve, if she has no previous background in the field of
experimental design.
As far as I am aware, and at the time of completing this project, the full process b is not
yet implemented in a software package and therefore not available to developers of rating-design
research. The current project implemented a prototype of such a process for a set of very
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restricted parameters, demonstrating a proof-of-concept. If a researcher was so inclined
technically, he or she could program the steps in process b to aid their own rating design.
Step 1: Input Design Parameters. This computer-aided process will not relieve the
researcher from the need to carefully determine various design parameters such as NR and NO,
although it is conceivable that software might be able to produce the designs for various values
of RC and RS, to speed up the process and to have a more limited set of resulting designs to
review, a researcher should probably also determine these values also, or at least a very limited
set of the values for these parameters.
Step 2: View and evaluate the resulting designs. It is still incumbent upon the developer
to understand the attributes of a good rating design, even with the aid of software in presenting
all possible designs, perhaps even more so. Depending on the parameters submitted the
researcher could potentially be faced with hundreds or even thousands of designs from which to
choose. Perhaps there could be other restrictions placed on the output, such as: display only (or
order by) designs which produce complete graphs, or are BIBD designs, etc. However for some
parameters such constraints might be overly restrictive and may produce no designs, yet take
quite a while to exhaustively search for designs which do not exist. This is another place to
perhaps incorporate existing knowledge from the field of experimental design into the ratingdesign generating software.
Step 3: Determine if the design is acceptable. Where previously a researcher was tasked
with developing a valid, linked design, now he or she should be responsible for intelligently
discriminating between many designs, and justifying the selection of the particular design
chosen. To do this well, it is obvious that more research is needed about the effect of a design on
the rating results. With process b, the connotation of an acceptable design becomes more
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restrictive; it would actually imply a superior, or possibly, best design. If a researcher
determines that a better design might exist, they could return to step 1, and modify one or more
parameters.
Step 4: Revise parameters. Step 4 in process b, and step 9 in process a, though labeled
identically, would usually be taken for different reasons in the different processes. Step 9 would
be taken in process a usually because a valid design had not yet been developed, where as in
process b it would more often be taken to ensure that a better design is not available, or because
the input parameters had been too restrictive.
Step 5: Select and document the design. This step remains an important part of the
process, especially documenting the reasons a particular design was chosen. It is imagined that
the computer-aided nature of process b would make the documentation step easier by providing
the ability to print or save the incidence or concurrence matrix of a design, and its graph as well.
A software-guided process such as the one illustrated in process b would be a valuable
tool for rating design developers. It should also be of interest to anyone who uses or reads the
results of a rater-mediated design, because they could independently confirm (or refute) that the
design was a superior design of all the possible designs.
The Ad Hoc Rating Design Development Process. Before leaving a discussion about
recommendations for developing a rating design, it might be helpful to attempt to illustrate
problems with the current state. Figure 15 shows an example of the process that is too often used
when employing a rater-mediated assessment. The main purpose of including this diagram is to
point out that when this process is used, the rating design is not usually considered to be of much
interest until (or unless) it becomes obvious that it is not a valid design, when it is either too late,
or too expensive to adjust for the faulty design. Both of the recommended processes for
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developing a rating design (HARD or CARD) would avoid these problems. There is no logical
reason to use this flawed ad hoc process and it should be abandoned.

Figure 15. The Ad Hoc Rating Design Development Process
Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendations for further research fall into four main categories: (a) rating design
effects, (b) adapting experimental design research, (c) compensating for design context
irregularities, and (d) rating design software tool development.
Rating design effects. More research is needed to investigate how the connectivity of a
design (and/or other parameters) affects the rating results, especially in comparison to a fullycrossed design. It is obvious from the results of this project that even for a specific NR and NO
there can be quite a bit of variability in the linkage between different designs. The differences go
far beyond determining whether or not the designs are merely connected. Even when two
designs have the same number of zeroes (or indirect links) in the concurrence matrix, the
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redundant (direct) links can vary in distribution. What are the effects, if any, on the final rating or
ranking of the score? How do incomplete designs impact the precision of the results, especially
in comparison to a fully-crossed design? How does the connectivity (or other parameters) of the
design contribute to that impact? Are some designs more sensitive than others to different
participant distributions? Both researchers and consumers of their research need to more fully
understand the impact of the decision to use an incomplete design.
Adapting experimental design research. Modern statistical software has reduced the
need to pour over tables to find just the right design to simplify hand calculations, but has it also
inadvertently reduced the understanding of, or attention to, design effects? Instead of reinventing, or re-discovering concepts, principles, and theories in rating designs, what can we pull
directly from the previous work in experimental design? Could some of the tables and plans
from this field be useful in rating design development, or incorporated into rating design
software tools? Engineering and manufacturing are two fields that have numerous examples of
combining experimental design knowledge with field-specific content knowledge (chemistry,
physics, biology, etc.) to develop computer-aided design software (Bailey, 2007; Dabade &
Bhedasgaonkar, 2013; Hanrahan & Baltus, 1992; Kennard & Stone, 1969; Kyratsis, Bilalis, &
Antoniadis, 2011; Strijbosch, Does, & Buurman, 1988; Yoo, Oh, & Lee, 2012). Such software
has been used to cut costs, improve reliability, and reduce time-to-market of their designs and
products. Rating design research needs to follow suit. There is a documented algorithm from
experimental design research to find an incidence matrix given a concurrence matrix (Taylor &
John, 1983). Such an algorithm (or others) might be implemented in software to allow a user to
specify the concurrence matrix, and have the software return an incidence matrix (if one existed).
This would be a very helpful function that might be made available (or programmed) even in
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advance of a highly generalized software package. Those involved with the research and use of
rater-mediated assessments could benefit from greater familiarity with the basics of experimental
design, and more effort should be made in exploring what knowledge is most useful or
applicable to rating designs.
Rating design software tool development. This project served both as (a) a proof-ofconcept for the development of more generalized software, as well as (b) a way to examine the
differences (and types of differences) between all generated designs with certain constant
parameters (such as NR and NO). The potential for a software package to enable computer-aided
development of rating designs, including generation of design graphs is somewhat untapped.
More research is needed to further extend inquiry in both of these areas. How do designs change
as various parameters (including NR and NO which were held constant for this study) change?
Are there generalizations that can be made about how to select a superior design? How can
designs be optimized based on the desired statistical qualities of the outcomes? Should software
guide the researcher’s selection of a design, as well as generation of possible designs from which
to choose? Is it feasible to create rating design software that allowed a researcher to select a
computer-generated design, specify testing parameters (for example of severity variables for
known or simulated raters, and a ratee trait distribution), and have the software run a simulated
study? Clearly there is a wide open area of future research here.
Compensating for design context irregularities. Unlike engineering and
manufacturing, many of the variables of performance assessments are highly involved with
humans. As such, there is inherently less control of their analogous experiments. What if NO is a
prime number? Even when the number of objects is relatively small, for example NO = 43,
finding any connected and balanced design might be difficult by hand if the RC is low, and a
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completely computer-aided approach might be time prohibitive. Additionally, with a human
component there is the inevitability of raters and objects alike not materializing for the
performance assessment. This can be a serious problem, leaving objects with fewer raters than
planned, and/or raters with fewer objects to rate. The smaller the NR (or NO) the more serious is
the problem. What is the best way to adapt the design when these problems occur? What are the
effects of some raters rating more objects than planned, or some objects being rated by fewer
raters than planned? How important is it that a design be coverage-balanced? This problem has
undoubtedly been addressed at the last minute without the aid of software, but have the effects
(or predicted effects) of a missing rater or missing object been studied in advance – or even in
retrospect? More research is needed to help guide administrators of rater-mediated assessments
who ultimately must make on-the-spot decisions in these situations.
Project Evaluation
An IP&T development project is assigned three hours of semester credit, which
theoretically should entail approximately nine or ten hours of effort a week for a sixteen-week
long semester, or about 160 hours. This project entailed many multiples of that suggested effort.
The project fulfilled all of the purposes, yet still there were many areas left unexplored, and
many methods that could be improved. One of the reasons that the project took much longer
than expected to complete was that there is so little research available about rating designs. This
made the literature review more difficult and time intensive. Most of the existing literature was
from other fields which entailed extra time to find, digest, and apply to this context. For
example, I realized early on that simple permutations of rows or columns of a matrix would
represent a duplicate design (a priori) and yet I did not know of a generalized algorithm to
determine if one matrix differed from another by any combination of row and column exchanges,
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especially if the matrices were singular (not invertible), which included all non-square matrices.
Since many valid rating designs could be represented by a non-square incidence matrix, this was
a problem. I consulted with a professor in the mathematics department, and he suggested that
such an algorithm was a “hard problem” – meaning np hard – or np complete. Without going off
on an explanatory tangent, that meant that I wasn’t going to solve it or find an algorithm for it.
However, as I read more about the relationship between concurrence (adjacency) matrices and
their network graphs, I realized that, for my purposes, computing and ordering a concurrence
matrix would suffice.
Weaknesses.
Design of experiments. Early in the project, Dr. Sudweeks had a question about an article
from the (sparse) rating design literature (Fleiss, 1981). Attempting to answer that question
seemed to lead me down the rabbit hole of experimental design. After a spending (or rather –
spinning) a few weeks in the experimental design literature the question was easily answered:
The reason all of the equations did not hold for our sample design was because it was not a
balanced incomplete block design. There are several definitions of balanced and the one we had
assumed was not the one used to define a BIBD. For a quite a while I felt that finding that
answer was a distraction that did not contribute to my project, however it introduced me to
concepts and tables that I could not seem to ignore. Now, I think I have come full circle and
realize that experimental design is rich in possible applications for rating design research. In
fact, it has been impossible for me to discard the feeling that much of what I have been trying to
figure out was completed decades ago in experimental design, and if I only had a better grasp of
it I would either realize that I was trying to reinvent the wheel, or at the very least I would be far
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ahead of where I was. However the following quote led me to know that I wasn’t alone and
perhaps plunging ahead regardless would be of some benefit in the future:
At the end of the 20th century, there was an explosion in the number of experiments in
genomics, using microarrays. Simplifying the story greatly, these are effectively block
designs with k = 2, and biologists wanted A-optimal designs, but they did not know the
vocabulary ‘block’ or ‘A-optimal’, ‘graph’ or ‘cycle’. Computers were now much more
powerful than in 1980, and researchers in genomics could simply undertake computer
searches without the benefit of any statistical theory. In 2001, Kerr and Churchill [34]
published the results of a computer search for A-optimal designs with k = 2 and v = b ≤
11. For v ∈ {10, 11, 12}, their results were completely consistent with those in [33],
which they did not cite.” (Bailey & Cameron, 2011, p.28)
And so plunge ahead I did. However, I am sure that this project would have been much more
valuable if I had the benefits of an introductory course in experimental design including the
basics and theory of optimal designs.
Alternate visualizations. Near the end of the project I discovered that the igraph package
uses a default algorithm (known as the kamada-kawaii algorithm) for all graphs with fewer than
100 vertices, which would include all of the graphs in this project. Many graphs in this project
can be quickly interpreted as connected graphs, yet some specific links between individual raters
can be obscured by other links. There are alternate algorithms such as the circle algorithm or the
reingold-tilford algorithm, which can be specifically requested by parameter setting, and that
often, for certain designs, show more clearly the individual links between raters. However, in
some instances they may make other design structures less recognizable, including disconnected
designs. Rather than go back through 124 graphs to decide which graph was optimal for which
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design class and explain the reason a particular graph was chosen, I decided to leave the graphs
as first produced, and document in the report that other algorithms were available to the user.
This decision was made in part because of the time constraint, but also because all project
purposes were already met, and compensating for the default design would not significantly add
to the project.
Algorithms. With over 20 years of programming experience it is natural for me to
continually try to code functions that are generalized by the use of function parameters.
Therefore it bothers me greatly that I wrote three different functions, one for each repetition-size
(4, 6, 8) to find all possible designs. This was necessary because I used nested loops in the
function, and I needed four nested loops for RS = 4, six for RS = 6, and eight for RS = 8. Since
loops are flow-of-control structures the amount of nesting cannot be changed with a function
parameter. However, I could have implemented recursive functions (with parameters) instead of
loops. I chose not to for these reasons: (a) It makes the code much more obfuscated for
programmers without understanding of recursion – which may include many R programmers and
probably most educational technologists who might be interested in the details of the algorithm;
(b) It was very possible that recursion (for 708 trials) could easily overflow the call stack,
depending on how R implements recursion; (c) recursion is much harder to debug; (d) testing for
early exit conditions in the loops—which was something that added greatly to the efficiency of
the code—would be more difficult with recursion. Eventually, if this code is extended to
generalize for many different repetition-sizes it must be re-written using recursion. The present
code, in its current iterative looping state, is however acceptable for a prototype—which was its
purpose.
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Goodbye MaryLou. Due to the many computations in multiple loops, and before
thinking of ways to make the code more efficient, generating designs with RS = 8 took more than
24 hours to complete. Because of this extensive runtime, and because I was expecting to
eventually increase RS to 12 and perhaps 24, I registered for an account on MaryLou, BYU’s
super computer. However after implementing and testing ideas to make the code more efficient,
and buying a personal computer with four times the memory, I was able to cut the generation
time for RS = 8 to about two hours, which was much more acceptable. Therefore, I did not end
up using my account on MaryLou, other than for a bit of early training. If, out of necessity, I had
been required to use MaryLou to complete the project, and had used it often and extensively, I
would be in a better position to extend much of my code to be more general, and would also have
another useful tool in my experience belt.
Documentation. Much of the code I wrote for this project is well documented.
Documenting code is a well-learned habit of self-defense and preservation. However, there is a
big difference between documenting code to be helpful for me, or another programmer, and
documenting code for a project report and within APA guidelines – especially when that report
already includes over 100 pages of appendices. I chose to spare the readers (and the graders),
from an additional 50+ pages of double spaced R code, but will gladly make my code available
in .R files to anyone interested.
Strengths.
Original research. I was unable to find any other published work that included any of the
following:
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1. Software or algorithms attempting to produce all possible rating designs (within
parameter restrictions) for a specific (or general) number of raters, and number of
rating objects.
2. Software or research reports providing full visualizations of useable incomplete
rating designs.
3. Research reports comparing several incomplete rating designs with varying
amounts of linkage.
4. Considerations, guidance, or best practices for developing incomplete rating
designs.
The current project contains all four of the above. Although these four items are listed
under strengths, it should be noted that they also contributed to the lengthy completion time of
the project, as well as much of the trial and error, and other documented weaknesses. Originality
usually has two edges, with one being the leading (bleeding) edge.
Contributions to the field. Since most of this project is original research (as detailed in
the previous paragraph) it has the potential to greatly contribute to the field of rating design. If
nothing else, if it provides a way to more easily document a rating design, or to encourage
researchers of the importance of documenting their designs, it would contribute to the field. This
research also contributes by laying much of the groundwork for future research regarding the
effect of the rating design on the results. However I also realize that unless it is published in
some form, this project is likely to make no contribution whatsoever to the field. In its current
form it is too lengthy for publication and needs extensive editing for conciseness.
Illustrating what is possible with the software might also contribute to the field, and I
should probably attempt to demonstrate the software (and my results) at workshops and/or
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conferences. And lastly, one other side-effect contribution this project might make is
encouragement for measurement professionals to become familiar with the R environment and
programming language. This is something that would greatly increase their skills and
competencies, empowering them to produce other code that in turn contributes to the field. Or in
other words, encouraging practitioners how to fish, rather than just tossing them one.
Summary
This project created a software prototype to generate, classify, and visualize all possible
(a priori unique) incomplete rating designs for eight raters and 24 rating objects, with rater
coverage of 25%, 50%, and 75%, and repetition-sizes of four, six, and eight. Additionally it
produced a representative rater schedule (incidence matrix), concurrence matrix, and
visualization (network graph) for each design class. Lastly, the project report included
recommendations for processes developers can use when creating an incomplete rating design,
based on what I learned in the process of completing the project. The main conclusions of this
study are as follows:
1. Incomplete designs can vary greatly in their connectivity for the same NR, NO, RS
and coverage. It is unlikely that they are all equally as good, and quite likely that
they affect the rating outcomes in some way. More research is desperately needed
regarding the effect of a design on the rating results, as compared to a fullycrossed design, so that researchers more fully understand what they are potentially
sacrificing (if anything) when choosing an incomplete design.
2. There is a lot of inter-play within the algebra of incomplete rating design
parameters and researchers should have a better understanding of how one
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parameter may affect another, especially which ones affect the ease in generating
a design as opposed to the cost of implementing a design.
3. Visualization is extremely valuable for revealing details about an incomplete
design, including – but not limited to – whether or not the design is connected. A
graph of a proposed rating design should always be produced and evaluated
before the rating data is collected, at least for designs that are modest in size, such
as NR < 10. An administrator or researcher of a rating design might well be
considered foolish (if not negligent) when they fail to produce or evaluate a graph
of their intended rating design.
4. Software is well suited to advance research in many of these issues, as well as to
help the practitioner choose an optimal design for their specific purposes. More
efforts should be made to provide this sort of tool for those administrating or
researching rater-mediated assessments.
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Appendix A: Repetition-size Four, 50% Coverage Designs
For each of the four classes in this category, this appendix includes a representative
incidence matrix (a), concurrence matrix (b), and network graph (c).
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Figure A1. Linking parameters for design class 4x8x.5-1 are: λ= (2,0), n = (3,4)
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Figure A2. Linking parameters for design class 4x8x.5-2 are γ = (6,2); λ = ((2,1,0),(1,0)); n =
((2,2,3),(6,1)).
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Figure A3. Linking parameters for design class 4x8x.5-3 are: λ = (2,1,0); n = (1,4,2).
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Figure A4. Linking parameters for design class 4x8x.5-4 are γ = (4,4); λ = ((2,1,0),(1,0)); n =
((1,4,2),(6,1)).
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Appendix B: Repetition-size Six, 50% Coverage Designs
For each of the 15 classes in this category, this appendix includes a representative
incidence matrix (a), concurrence matrix (b), and network graph (c).
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Figure B1. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-1 are: λ= (3,0), n = (3,4)
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Figure B2. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-2 are: γ = (6,2); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(2,1,0));
n = ((2,1,1,3),(3,3,1)).
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Figure B3. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-3 are: λ =(3,2,1,0); n = (1,2,2,2).
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Figure B4. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-4 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(2,1,0));
n = ((1,2,2,2),(3,3,1)).
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Figure B5. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-5 are: λ = (2,1,0); n = (3,3,1).
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Figure B6. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-6 are: γ = (3,2,3); λ =
((3,1,0),(3,2,0),(2,1)); n = ((2,3,2),(1,3,3),(2,5)).
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Figure B 7. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-7 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(2,1));
n = ((1,2,2,2),(2,5)).
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Figure B8. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-8 are: γ = (4,2,2); λ =
((3,2,1,0),(2,1,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,4,1),(4,1,2),(2,5)).
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Figure B9. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-9 are: γ = (2,1,2,3); λ =
((3,2,1,0),(2,1,0),(2,1,0)(2,1)); n = ((1,1,4,1),(4,1,2),(3,3,1),(2,5)).
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Figure B10. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-10 are: γ = (2,1,5); λ =
((3,2,1,0),(2,1,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,4,1),(4,1,2),(2,5)).
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Figure B11. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-11 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((2,1,0),(2,1));
n = ((3,3,1),(2,5)).
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Figure B12. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-12 are: λ = (3,1); n = (1,6).
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Figure B13. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-13 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,1),(2,1));
n = ((1,6),(2,5)).
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Figure B14. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-14 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,1),(2,1));
n = ((1,6),(2,5)).
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Figure B15. Linking parameters for design class 6x8x.5-15 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,1),(2,1));
n = ((1,6),(2,5)).
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Appendix C: Repetition-size Eight, 50% Coverage Designs
For each of the 97 classes in this category, this appendix includes a representative
incidence matrix (a), concurrence matrix (b), and network graph (c).
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Figure C1. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-1 are: λ= (4,0), n = (3,4)
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Figure C2. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-2 are γ = (6,2); λ = ((4,3,1,0),(3,1,0));
n = ((2,1,1,3),(3,3,1)).
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Figure C3. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-3 are: λ = (4,3,1,0); n = (1,2,2,2).
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Figure C4. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-4 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,3,1,0),(3,1,0));
n = ((1,2,2,2),(3,3,1)).
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Figure C 5. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-5 are: λ = (3,1,0); n = (3,3,1).
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Figure C6. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-6 are: γ = (6,2); λ = ((4,2,0),(2,0));
n = ((2,2,3),(6,1)).
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Figure C7. Linking parameters for design class 4x8x.5-7 are: γ = (3,2,2,1);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(4,3,2,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,2,2),(1,2,1,3),(2,1,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C8. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-4 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,3,1,0),(3,2,1,0));
n = ((1,2,2,2),(2,2,2,1)).
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Figure C9. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-9 are: γ = (2,1,2,2,1);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(3,0,3,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C 10. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-10 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,1,0),(3,2,1,0)); n = ((1,1,2,1,2),(3,3,1)(1,4,4,1)).
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Figure C11. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-11 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(2,0)); n = ((1,1,2,1,2),(2,2,2,1)(6,1)).
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Figure C12. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-12 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,2,1,2),(2,1,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C13. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-13 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C14. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-14 are: γ = (2,1,2,2,1);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(3,3,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C15. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-15 are: γ = (2,1,2,1,1,1);
= ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1));
n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).

λ
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Figure C16. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-16 are: γ = (2,1,3,1,1); λ =
((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1), (2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C17. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-17 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0));
n = ((3,3,1),(2,2,2,1)).
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Figure C18. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-18 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0)); n = ((3,3,1),(2,2,2,1),(1,4,1,1)).
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Figure C19. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-19 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((3,3,1),(2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C20. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-20 are: γ = (6,2);
λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((3,3,1),(2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C21. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-21 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C22. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-22 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C23. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-23 are: λ = (4,2,0); n = (1,4,2).
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Figure C24. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-24 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,2,0),(3,2,1,0));
n = ((1,4,2),(1,4,1,1)).
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Figure C25. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-25 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,2,0),(2,0));
n = ((1,4,2),(6,1)).
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Figure C26. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-26 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,2,0),(2,1));
n = ((1,4,2),(5,2)).
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Figure C27. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-27 are: γ = (2,2,1,2,1);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C28. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-28 are: γ = (4,2,2);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4)).
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Figure C29. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-29 are: γ = (2,1,1,2,2);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C30. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-30 are: γ = (2,1,2,2,1);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(1,3,3),(6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C31. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-31 are: γ = (2,1,2,3);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C32. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-32 are: λ = (4,2,1); n = (1,2,4).
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Figure C33. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-33 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C34. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-34 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(2,1,4)).
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Figure C 35. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-35 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C36. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-36 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(1,3,3),(2,1,4)).
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Figure C37. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-37 are: γ = (4,1,2,1);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C38. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-38 are: λ = (3,2,1,0); n = (2,2,2,1).
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Figure C 39. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-39 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,4,1,1)).
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Figure C40. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-40 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C41. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-41 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1));
n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4)).
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Figure C42. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-42 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4,),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C43. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-43 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4,),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C44. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-44 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(2,0)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,4,1,1),(6,1)).
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Figure C45. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-45 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C46. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-46 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,0)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,3,3),(6,1)).
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Figure C47. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-47 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C48. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-48 are: γ = (1,2,4,1);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C49. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-49 are: γ = (1,4,2,1);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C50. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-50 are: γ = (1,6,1);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C51. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-51 are: λ = (3,2,1,0); n = (1,4,1,1).
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Figure C52. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-52 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1));
n = ((1,4,1,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C53. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-52 are: λ = (3,2,1); n = (1,3,3).
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Figure C54. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-54 are: γ = (3,1,4);
λ = (4,1,0),(3,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,4,1),(4,3),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C55. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-55 are: γ = (2,1,2,3);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(2,2,2,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C56. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-56 are: γ = (2,1,1,3,1);
λ = ((4,3,2,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,1,1,3,1),(3,1,1,2),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C57. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-56 are: γ = (2,2,1,3);
= ((4,3,1),(4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,5),(1,3,2,1),(2,1,4),(2,3,2),(5,2)).

λ
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Figure C58. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-58 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
= ((4,3,1),(4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,5),(1,3,2,1),(2,1,4),(2,3,2),(5,2)).

λ
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Figure C59. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-59 are: γ = (2,1,4,1);
λ = ((4,3,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,1,5),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C60. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-60 are: γ = (2,1,2,3);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C61. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-61 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C62. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-62 are: γ = (3,2,3);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C63. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-63 are: γ = (2,1,2,2,1);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C64. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-64 are: γ = (2,1,1,2,2);
λ = ((4,2,1,0),(3,2,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,2,1),(2,3,2),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C65. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-65 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((4,2,1),(2,1));
n = ((1,2,4),(5,2)).
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Figure C66. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-66 are: γ = (2,1,4,1);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(2,1,4),(1,3,3)(5,2)).
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Figure C67. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-67 are: γ = (2,1,2,3);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C68. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-68 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1));
n = ((1,2,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C69. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-69 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C70. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-70 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0));
n = ((3,3,1),(1,4,1,1)).
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Figure C71. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-70 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((3,3,1),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C72. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-72 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,1,0),(3,2,1));
n = ((3,3,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C73. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-73 are: γ = (2,1,4,1);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,2,2,1),(2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C74. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-74 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1));
n = ((2,2,2,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C75. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-75 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1));
n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C76. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-76 are: γ = (2,3,2);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C77. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-77 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C78. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-78 are: γ = (1,2,2,3);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C79. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-79 are: γ = (1,4,3);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C80. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-80 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((3,2,1),(2,0)); n = ((1,4,1,1),(6,1)).
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Figure C81. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-81 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,4,1,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C82. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-82 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C83. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-83 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C 84. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-84 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C85. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-85 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(2,2,2,1),(1,3,3)).
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Figure C 86. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-86 are: γ = (2,2,2,2);
λ = ((4,2,1),(3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C87. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-87 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((4,2,1),(2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,2,4),(6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C88. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-88 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1),(3,2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C89. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-89 are: γ = (1,2,5);
λ = ((3,2,1),(3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((2,1,4),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C90. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-90 are: γ = (2,4,2);
λ = ((3,2,1,0),(3,2,1),(,2,1)); n = ((1,4,1,1),(1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C91. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-91 are: γ = (6,2);
λ = ((3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C92. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-92 are: γ = (2,2,4);
λ = ((3,2,1),(2,0),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,3),(6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C93. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-93 are: γ = (2,6);
λ = ((3,2,1),(2,1)); n = ((1,3,3),(5,2)).
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Figure C94. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-94 are: λ = (2,0); n = (6,1).
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Figure C95. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-95 are: γ = (4,4);
λ = ((2,0),(2,1)); n = ((6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C96. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-96 are: γ = (2,6);
λ = ((2,0),(2,1)); n = ((6,1),(5,2)).
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Figure C97. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.5-97 are: λ = (2,1); n = (5,2).
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Appendix D: Repetition-size Eight, 25% Coverage Designs
For each of the four classes in this category, this appendix includes a representative
incidence matrix (a), concurrence matrix (b), and network graph (c).
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Figure D1. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.25-1 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((2,0),(1,0));
n = ((1,6),(2,5)). This design contains three disconnected subsets.
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Figure D2. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.25-2 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((2,0),(1,0));
n = ((1,6),(2,5)). This design contains two disconnected subsets.
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Figure D3. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.25-3 are: λ = (1,0); n = (2,5). This design
contains two disconnected subsets.
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Figure D 4. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.25-4 are: λ = (1,0); n = (2,5). This design
is the only design in the 8x8x.25 design group that is a connected design.
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Appendix E: Repetition-size Eight, 75% Coverage Designs
For each of the four classes in this category, this appendix includes a representative
incidence matrix (a), concurrence matrix (b), and network graph (c).
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Figure E1. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.75-1 are: λ = (6,4); n = (1,6).
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Figure E2. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.75-2 are: γ = (4,4); λ = ((6,4),(5,4);
n = ((1,6),(2,5)).
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Figure E3. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.75-3 are: γ = (2,6); λ = ((6,4),(5,4);
n = ((1,6),(2,5)).
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Figure E4. Linking parameters for design class 8x8x.75-4 are: λ = (5,4); n = (2,5).
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Appendix F: Possible Row Lists

Table F1
Possible Row List for Eight raters, 25% coverage
Raters
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
3
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
4
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
5
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
6
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
7
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
8
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
9
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
10
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
11
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
12
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
13
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
14
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
15
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
16
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
17
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
18
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
19
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
20
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
21
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
22
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
23
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
24
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
25
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
26
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
27
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
28
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Note. 1 – indicates rater assigned, 0 – indicates rater is not assigned.
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Table F2
Possible Row List for Eight raters, 50% coverage

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

3
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Raters
4 5
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
1 1
1 0

6
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

7
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

8
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
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Raters
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
38
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
39
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
40
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
41
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
42
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
43
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
44
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
45
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
46
0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
47
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
48
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
49
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
50
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
51
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
52
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
53
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
54
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
55
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
56
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
57
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
58
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
59
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
60
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
61
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
62
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
63
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
64
0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
65
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
66
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
67
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
68
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
69
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
70
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Note. 1 – indicates rater assigned, 0 – indicates rater is not assigned.
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Table F3
Possible Row List for Eight raters, 75% coverage
Raters
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
2
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
3
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
4
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
5
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
6
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
7
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
8
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
9
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
10
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
11
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
12
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
13
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
14
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
15
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
16
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
17
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
18
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
19
1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
20
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
21
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
22
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
23
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
24
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
25
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
26
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
27
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
28
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Note. 1 – indicates rater assigned, 0 – indicates rater is not assigned.
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Appendix G: Possible Column Lists
Table G1
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Four Designs

1
1
1
0
0

Column values by index
2
3
4
5
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

6
0
0
1
1

Note. These values are to be read vertically.

Table G2
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Six Designs
Column values by index
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
Note. These values are to be read vertically.
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Table G3
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Eight Designs, Indices 1-20
Column values by indices 1-20
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Note. These values are to be read vertically.

Table G4
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Eight Designs, Indices 21-40
Column values by indices 21-40
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
Note. These values are to be read vertically.
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Table G5
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Eight Designs, Indices 41-60
Column values by indices 41-60
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
Note. These values are to be read vertically.

Table G6
Possible Column List for 50% Coverage, Repetition-size Eight Designs, Indices 61-70
Column values by indices 61-70
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
Note. These values are to be read vertically.
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Appendix H: Example R Code for Design Generation
GeneratePossMat4x8x.5 <- function (veclist)
{
#This function takes a list of possible row vectors (veclist), and creates all combinations of four
# of them for a 4x8x.5 design, testing for a balanced design (by summing columns)
# It then returns a matrix of all combinations of 4 indices that pass that test.
keepers=c(0,0,0,0) #initialize the four indices to zero – for easy recognition of initialized rows
#the next line creates a large matrix of 1890 rows of four indices. It’s more memory efficient
# (and faster) to create a large matrix to modify, than to constantly append rows as they are
# found. 1890 is the exact size needed. Until knowing exact size - just use a large number.
keep2=matrix(rep(keepers,1890),ncol=4)
upper=length(veclist)
count=0 #initialize count of designs found
ptime=proc.time() #to track the elapsed time, save the starting time.
for(i in 1:upper) #loop 1- 1st row of design
{
print(paste(i, count)) # to visually help track progress
for(j in i:upper) #loop 2 – 2nd row of design
{
for (k in j:upper) #loop 3 – 3rd row of design
{
csum=veclist[[i]]+veclist[[j]]+veclist[[k]] # sum the three columns
if((max(csum)<3) && (min(csum)>0)) # the sums should be 1 or 2 or it won’t be balanced
{
for (l in k:upper ) # loop 4 – last row of design
{
cv=c(i,j,k,l) # create vector of indices into veclist
csum1=csum+veclist[[l]] # sum all 4 columns
if(all(csum1==2)) #column sums should all be 2 for a balanced rep-size 4, 50% design
{
sv=sort(cv) # sort the indices
count=count+1 # increment the count of balanced designs
keep2[count,]=sv # add the new vector of designs
}
}
}
}
}
}
print(proc.time()-ptime) # compute the elapsed time and print
return(keep2) # return the matrix of designs
}
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It should be noted that preceding function generates all combinations of balanced row designs, of
repetition-size 4, 50% rater coverage of 8 raters, when called with the parameter veclist
initialized to a list of all the rows in Table F2 (found in Appendix F). It should also be noted that
the values returned are lists of vectors that contain four indices into Table F2 and that other
manipulations must be performed to reconstitute those indices into a matrix format. Also, there
will be duplicate designs returned that will be weeded out later, in other code. The purpose of
including the example code is not to reproduce the designs (although that would be possible,
with more code) but it is to help understand the algorithm that was used.
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Appendix I: Example R Code for Displaying Design Graphs
The following is a very simple and plain function written in R that will display a network graph
of a matrix. It actually displays two graphs, one is graphed using the standard “plot” function,
the other is graphed using tkplot. The graph plotted with tkplot can be manipulated with the
mouse. This can be helpful at times if links between vertices are highly layered or crossed, and it
is difficult to know for sure which vertices are linked. Note that in this simple function only the
basic structure is plotted and edge widths (or the number of connections between vertices) are
not differentiated. This function requires the igraph package to be installed and loaded.
plotit<-function(mat)
{
#compute adjacency (concurrence) matrix
admat=t(mat)%*%mat
#create the graph
gmat=graph.adjacency(admat, mode="undirected", weighted=TRUE, diag=FALSE)
#plot the graph to the default device
plot(gmat)
#plot the (manipulate-able) graph in a tkplot window
tkplot(gmat)
#return the graph for potential later use
return(gmat)
}
Example Usage:
designA=matrix(c(
1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,
1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,
0,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,
0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1),nrow=4,byrow=TRUE)
designZ=matrix(c(
1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,
1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,
1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,
1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,
0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,
0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,
0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,
0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1),nrow=8, byrow=TRUE)
plotit(designA)
plotit(designZ)
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The following function is much more complex, and was used to create the visualizations of the
rating designs in Appendices A-E. The function takes a list of matrices (InputMatList) and starts
at gStart (default 1) plotting gLen (default all) matrices. This function includes a legend. It uses
the function plot.igraph to do the plotting. There are many options that can be sent in as a
parameter including what to name the graph, and whether to export it or save it to a file, etc.
This function also requires the igraph package to be installed and loaded.
graphMats<-function(inputMatList, preName, exportType="SCREEN",
gStart=1, gLen=-1, vertex=2, showWidth=2,
legendPlace="bottomright", addPostName=TRUE,
incLayout=layout.kamada.kawai, vlayout=NULL,
freezeVerts=FALSE)
{
# the exportType can be "SCREEN" to print to the screen, or "jpeg", "pdf", etc to write out to
# a file. preName will be the name of the graph and the file. gStart is the index into the Matrix
# list (inputMatList) of designs and gLen is how many you want to graph, with -1 indicating all
# of them. For vertex=1 vertices are essays, edges are raters in common; For vertex=2,
# vertices are raters, and edges are essays rated in common. incLayout = kamada.kawai by
# default, but the calling parameter can be any valid layout such as layout.circle, etc. for more
# information see the igraph documentation. FreezeVerts = TRUE saves the placement
# of the vertices for all of graphs in the list.
lm=length(inputMatList)
glist=c() # initialize the list of graphs returned
if(gLen == -1) #default, graph all of them.
{
gLen=lm
}
for (i in gStart:(gStart+gLen-1)) # loop through the list of design matrices
{
thisMat=inputMatList[[i]]
if(vertex==1)
{
cMat=thisMat%*%t(thisMat) # concurrence matrix with essays (objects) as vertices
}
else
{
cMat=t(thisMat)%*%thisMat # concurrence matrix with raters as vertices
}
gr=graph.adjacency(cMat,mode="undirected", diag=FALSE, weighted=TRUE)
glist=c(glist,list(gr))
}
lgl=length(glist)
for (i in gStart:(gStart+gLen-1))
{
title=preName
if(length(title)>1)
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{
title=preName[[i]]
}
if(addPostName==TRUE)
{
title=paste(preName,i,sep="") # add the index to the name if indicated
}
if(exportType!="SCREEN") # if writing to a file, create the command and file name, and eval
{
eval(parse(text=paste(exportType, "(file=",'"',title,".",exportType,'")', sep="")))
}
grl=glist[[i]]
la=incLayout(grl)
if(i==1 && freezeVerts)
{
constLayout=la # initialize layout if requested to freeze the vertices for all graphs
}
if((i>1) && freezeVerts)
{
la=constLayout # use the saved layout on the rest (if requested)
}
if(is.matrix(vlayout))
{
la=vlayout
constLayout=la
}
eWidth=E(grl)$weight # look up igraph documentation for the E (edge) function
graphWidth=switch(showWidth, 2, E(grl)$weight, E(grl)$weight*(24/rowsize))
mc=max(E(grl)$weight)
sav=palette() # save off current pallette
# use one of two pallettes depending on if showing edge width is requested
pal1=c("black","green3","blue","purple3","magenta","red")
pal2=c("grey","grey","black","darkgoldenrod1", "yellowgreen",
"forestgreen","grey", "turquoise3", "blue", "grey",
"grey","blue", "grey","grey","purple3","mediumvioletred",
"grey", "grey","red2")
this.pal=switch(showWidth,pal1,pal1,pal2)
palette(this.pal)
plot.igraph(grl,main=title, edge.color=palette()[eWidth], edge.width=graphWidth,layout=la)
legend(x=legendPlace,legend=as.character(sort(unique(eWidth))),
col=palette()[sort(unique(eWidth))],lwd=2, title=paste("Edge Width"))
palette(sav) # restore pallette
if(exportType!="SCREEN")
{
dev.off() # this is very important if you want console output back to the screen!
}
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}
return(glist)
}
Example Usage:
designA=matrix(c(
1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,
1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,
0,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,
0,0,0,1,0,1,1,1),nrow=4,byrow=TRUE)
designZ=matrix(c(
1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,
1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,
1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,
1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,
0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,
0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,
0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,
0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1),nrow=8, byrow=TRUE)
graphMats ( list (designA, designZ), preName= “MyGraph-”)

